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GENERAL SUMMARY

This report is a consideration of power plant requirements as applied to a satellite
rocket study and is separated into two parts for convenience and clarity. pART A deals
with the main thrusting and guiding rocket motors, whereas PART B is devoted to the auxiliary power supply which energizes the electrical payload.
Each of the two parts has its own separate, detailed summary:

see pages 1 and 31.
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SATELLITE ROCKET POWER PLANT

PART

A.

MAIN

ROCKET

POWER

PLANT

I. SUMMARY
Each stage of the proposed three-stage ~atellite rocket will have its own complete power plant. The results of a study for a power plant for each stage which will
meet the requirements of the trajectoryl, structural weight 2 , and fuel 3 studies are
outlined helow. The motors were designed for a constant propellant flow rate. A
power plant which would produce constant acceleration in the second and third stages
of the satellite rocket would reduce the overall gross weight of the vehicle ahout
9%1. This power plant study was completed before it became apparent that such a
constant acceleration motor might be feasible for these stages without undue complication or increase in motor weight (see Appendix XIII). The propellants used
throughout this study are hydrazine and liquid oxygen in a mole ratio of 1.5 : 1.
STAGE I
A pump-fed rocket power plant is used with vaporized liquid oxygen to maintain a
given minimum pressure in the oxygen tank, and helium from a high pressure supply to
maintain that pressure in the hydrazine tank.
In addition to the main rocket motor, four smaller rocket motors,the axes of
thrust of which can be controlled, are used for satellite attitude control. Jet vanes
are not used.
All motors are supplied with propellants by the same turbine-centrifugal pump
system. All motors are regeneratively cooled.

STAGE II
A pump-fed rocket power plant is used with helium from a high pressure supply maintaining a given minimum pressure in both the oxygen and hydrazine tanks. Four control
motors, equally spaced about the main motor, are again used.
All motors are supplied with propellants by the same pumping system. The centrifugal pumping system will be started in sufficient time to allow full propellant
pressure to he available to the rocket motors at the end of stage separation. As at
the time of stage separation the propellants are in a relatively acceleration-free
condition, a small gas bag is incorporated in each of the propellant tanks to take
up any excess volume not occupied by the propellants. This insures that the propellants will he in the lines leading to the pumps. All motors are regeneratively
cooled.
For references see page 109.
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STAC:E III

In this stage there is a period of coasting during which the main rocket motor
is shut off and after which it is again started and operated for a few seconds. IAlring
the coasting period it is desirable to operate the control rocket motors to maintain
attitude control. For this reason two separate propellant supply systems are used
in this stage, one for the main rocket motor and the other for the control motors.
These are described separately:
Main Rocket Motor
A pump-fed rocket power plant is used/similar to that of stage IIJwith the added
provision for complete shut-down and restarting.
Cc:atrol Rocket Motors
A pressurized rocket power plant is used throughout the stage III trajectory.
The propellant tanks are pressurized to a value which will produce the required combustion chamber pressure. Small gas bags in the propellant tanks are again needed
to insure that there is propellant in the delivery lines during stage separation.
IAle to the large ratio of surface area to rate of propellant flow of these motors,
regenerative cooling cannot be accomplished without some means of reducing the rate
of heat flow through the motor walls. It will be necessary to ceramic line, sweat
cool, or film cool these motors.

II.

LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR PART A

71 .. efficiency
C
.. theoretical thrust coefficient
'ch
C, .. actual thrust coefficient
Pc • combustion chamber pressure. psia
Po .. external static pressure, psia

At .. throat area, sq in.
W. .. initial gross weight of a given stage, including the succeeding stages as pay
t
load, lb
n . .. initial number of g' s (acceleration of gravity at sea level = 32.174 ft/sec 2 )
t

d t .. throat diameter of motor, in.

de .. combustion chamber diameter of motor, in.
d e .. nozzle exit diameter,

in.

2
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length of conbustion chani>er of motor, in.
length of converging section of nozzle, in.

= length of diverging section of nozzle,
". = overall length of rocket motor, in.

In.

Vc " conbustion chamber voll.llle. cu in.
L*

characteristic length of conbustion chamber,

~n.

F = initial total thrust for given stage, lbs

III.

INTRODUCTION

The optimum trajectory, gross weight, and fuel system studies presented in references 1, 2, and 3 have determined the requirements for a satellite rocket which
will establish its payload on an orbit about the earth at an altitude of 350 miles.
As hydrazine and liquid oxygen were selected a~ propellants, these requirements call
for a three-stage rocket vehicle I i I • The power plant which uses these propellants in
this satellite rocket is described in this report.
The requirements of a satellite power plant are that it be able to lift its own
weight, the weight of the propellants, structure, and payload, to overcome the drag
in the lower atmosphere, and to accelerate the payload to an orbital velocity of
23,500 feet per second at an altitude of 350 miles. The ramjet, turbo-jet, solid
propellant rocket, and liquid propellant rocket were the high speed propulsion devices
considered. Inasmuch as the maximum ceiling of an air-consuming engine is only about
eleven miles and as it was desired to use a power plant with 8 minimum weight and
minimum complexity of construction and operation, a liquid-propellant,purnp-fed rocket
power plant was chosen. Using hydrazine and liquid oxygen as the propellants in this
power plant, the trajectoryl and structural weight 2 studies have resulted in a satellite vehicle with a reasonable gross weight (86,400 pounds). The propellant studies 3
indicate that there are a number of possible propellant systems which will give comparable or lower gross weights. The hydrazine-liquid oxygen system was chosen for
the satellite rocket because of its relatively high specific impulse. high density,
and ease of handling in tanks, plumbing, pumps, and valves.
The feasibility, the description, and the problems encountered in the power
plant for the satellite rocket using hydrazine-liquid oxygen are discussed in the
report.

(t) A ataged rocket is defined as one in which a complete rocket a5sembly (coasisting
of power plant. fuel., and structure) carrie ...... ita payload another complete rocket
assembly. At the end of burning of the first assembly the two assemblies are separated
from one snother and the second proceeds alone.

3
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The following pertinent factors are considered in detail:
a.

1hroatless vs conventional motors

h. Advisahility of using multiple motors 1n each stage rather than a single
large motor
c. Hocket motors whose thrust axis can be adjusted relative to the flight path
ys jet yanes for attitude control of the satellite rocket
d.

Hocket motor sizes and shapes

e.

Gas-fed vs pump-fed propellant delivery system

f.

The pumping problem

g. The problem of quick and reliable starting and continued operation of the
propellant supply system under both the accelerated and acceleration free
conditions.

IV.

A.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

GMlW... DISaESICl'f

1. General Rocket Power Plant
In general a pump-fed rocket power plant consists of, in addition to the rocket
motor itself and its propellants, a turbine and pump assembly with fuel for the turbine. gas to pressurize the turbine fuel tank and gas to maintain a certain minimum
pressure in the propellant tanks, along with associated valves and piping. This
general arrangement is used in stages I and II and for the main rocket motor of stage
III.
The control rocket motors of stage III are operated as pressurized rockets. Such
a system consists of, in addition to the rocket motors, only the propellants for the
rocket motors, gas to pressurize the propellants to such pressure as required for
delivery to the combustion chamber, and associated valves and piping.
2.

Requirements of a Satellite Rocket Power Plant

The satellite studies on trajectories 1 , structural weights~, and fuels 3 resulted
in the parameters given in Table I which are useful in the design of the power plants
of the three stages.
4
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Table 1.
DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THREE-STAGE SATELLITE VEHICLE
USING HYDRAZINE-LIQUID OXYGEN
Stage I
Initial gross weight, lb
Initial load factor
Final load factor
Ratio of propellant weight to gross weight
Initial effective specific impulse, sec
Final effective specific impulse, sec
~lixture ratio (weight of hydrazine to weight
of oxygen)

86,400.

Burning time, sec

Stage II

Stage III
4615.

18,600.

1.44

1. 72

1.72

5.0

5.0

5.Q

.6532

.6532

.6532

243.

298.2

296.7

287.5

298.2

296.7

1.5

1.5

1.5

114.9

(A) 101.0

112.

(8)

Propellant consumption, Ib/sec
Control thrust to total thrust

512.
0.706

107.5
0.IS0

13.7
26 ••
0.0151

From these data the unknowns such as total weight of propellant, weight rate flow of
propellant, the number and size of rocket motors, the power and size of the turbinepump assemblies, high pressure gas requirements, and the volumes of all the tanka can
be determined. Fran these results the kind and quantity of turbine fuel, the method
of motor cooling, and the method of operation of the power plant may be specified.
Before the rocket motors themselves can be designed it is necessary to answer
several general questions such as whether to use throatless type(±) rocket motor
combustion chambers or the conventional type, whether multiple motors for 8 given
stage or one large motor be used, and whether jet vanes will be used for attitude
control of the satellite rocket.
3.

Throatlea8 Rocket Motors
The use of throatless motors was considered because these motors have a higher
thrust-weight ratio than the conventional throated motor. But analysis (see Appendix
I) indicates that the loss in motor efficiency is greater than the saving in motor
weight, especially for motors of long duration. Therefore,all the motors in the
designed satellite vehicle have throated converging-diverging nozzles •
Multiple Rocket Motors
The question of whether one or more than one motor shall supply the required
thrust in ~ given stage is a problem of weighing the advantages and disadvantages of

.ft.

(t) Throatless type rocket Dlotor refers t.o one in which ,he COlllbl.lIstion chs.ber dis.eter
is equsl to the throat diameter of the notl1e used.

5
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each.

In general, multiple motors would have the following advantages:
1. Easier to manufacture due to smaller size (except in the very low thrust
range: thrust < 100 pounds).

2.

Easier to test and experimentally develop.

3.

Thrust may be varied by operating a different number of motors.

4. The per cent saving in weight of the nozzle as given by
100 (1 - ).)
where a is the number of motors (see Appendix II) •

5. If the total throat area is larger than .00725 (L*)2, multiple motors result in lighter combustion chamber shells. (See Appendix III for the assumptions
made.)
6. Thinner walls mean less temperature gradient and therefore less thermal
stresses in the smaller motors.
7. Some of the multiple motors may be pivot-mounted so as to provide complete
attitude control for the rocket vehicle.
In general, multiple rocket motors have the following disadvantages:
1. Greater complication of plumbing and operation, particularly the difficulty
of simultaneous starting.
2.

Greater space requirements in vehicle.

3. If the motors become too small, the ratio of surface area to propellant flow
becomes so great that it is no longer possible to cool the motor solely by the
regenerative principle.
4. If the total throat area is smaller than .00725 (L*)2, multiple motors result in heavier combustion chamber shells. (See Appendix III.)
Based on these advantages and disadvantages, the use of multiple motors in at
least stages I and II of the satellite rocket appears desirable. However, the optimum
sizes and number of motors per stage were compromised for reasons of arrangement,
simplicity, and attitude control.
Control Rocket Motors Va Jet Vanes
For attitude control of rocket vehicles, jet vanes have generally been used in
the past. An analytical investigation (see Appendix IV) indicates that auxiliary
rocket motors, pivot mounted(t), would be more desirable than jet vanes for steering
the satellite rocket.
5.

(tl Rocket motors whose thrust axis can be adjusted relative to the flight path for
attitude control.

6
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The primary advantage accruing with control rocket motors for attitude control
is that the use of control motors would eliminate the high parasitic and angle of
attack drag losses associated with jet vanes as discussed in Appendix IV. The problem
of cooling long duration jet vanes would not be encountered. Weight saving will be
gained by not using the beavy carbon jet vanes because the total weight of multiple
motors per stage~ including flexible propellant lines, should be at least as small as
one large motor. By the use of large control motors, compared to the main motor, all
the advantages of multiple motors discussed above may be gained. Furthermore, the
requirements of the adopted trajectory call for vehicle control with the main motor
off in stage III. This requirement is met simply Ly control motors, but if jet vanes
were used a separate device for attitude control would be required during coasting
as, of course, the main rocket motor is not operating during this time, hence the jet
vanes are ineffective.
As a result of these considerations, control motors are used in all three stages
of the satellite vehicle.

B.

DESIGN OF ROCKET MOTOOS

roo

THE SATELLITE ROCKET

L

General ArraDgemeDt aDd NUlllber of Rocket Motors
With the general background of the preceding section, the specific motors for
the 86,400-lb hydrazine-liquid oxygen three-stage satellite vehicle may be designed.
To simplify the control of yaw, pitch, and roll, four control motors are equally
spaced about the main motor in each stage a.s shown in Fig. 1. The amount of thrust
required from each of the control motors, based on a maximum deflection of 15 degrees,
was determined from a study of control forces and moments required·. The ratio of
control thrust to total thrust per stage is given in Table I. The control motors
were designed just large enough to give the required thrust. Therefore, the full
utilization of the advantages of multiple motors has not been achieved. The control
motors are kept as small as possible because of this consideration: a large thrust
from the control motor means only a small angular displacement is necessary for attitude cODtrol. When this necessary displacement becomes very small, it becomes of
the same order of magnitude as the error in the deflection sensing device, and then
the servo-motors cannot give the proper control.
2.

Throat Area Required
For the determination of the dimen.sicns of the individual motors, it is necessary
to know the total motor throat area required for each stage. This is found from the
general expression for rocket thrust

0)
where
C
FCn

theoretical thrust coefficient

(2)

9
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'TIy = efficiency factor which accounts for the I08S due to the transverse component of the exhaust velocity
'TI, = ef1iciency factor which includes the following in this analysis:

1.

Frictional losses in the combustion chamber and nozzle

2.

Burning efficiency

3.

Deviations from the adiabatic expansion process (heat loss
through shell, etc.)

4.

Loss in thrust due to deflection of the control motors from the
thrust axis (a maximum of 2%).

The thrust required at the start of each stage is simply
(3)

The total throat area per stage is (combining Eqs. (1) and (3»

(4)

The values of Wi' "i' and PC' are cbtained from the optimum gross weight studies! ,2 I
and are listed in Table II.
Table II
TlmOAT AREA REQUIRED PER STA.GE OF SATELLITE ROCKET

Gross Wt
Stage

It.

Thrust

lbs

Initial
LDad
Factor

Ibs

Cl1amber
Pressure
psia

Wi

ni

F

PC'

C

124,",00

40O

1.39

32,100

300

1. 76

98.5

90.S

651

7,940

ISO

1. 76

98.5

90.5

33.6

86,400

II

18.635

1.4"'
1. 72

III

4,615

1.72

t

Theoretical
Thrust
Coefficient
, til

%

%

sq in.

'TIy

17,

At

99.5

90.5

249

V.luea for take-off .t aea level.

the values of C,
w~re calculated from Eq. (2). (Note that the Tillue of C,
for
tA
..
tA
stage I, 1.39, is for sea level.) The motor efficiency, TI,. which was defined .bove,
was uSUllled to be equal to 0.905 for all motors.
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In order to obtain the highest value of ryv' the diverging portion of the de Laval
exhaust nozzle is designed according to ref. 6. This design provides that for a given
pressure ratio and nozzle length over throat diameter ratio, the maximum possible
thrust will be produced. Essentially this means that for the given conditions the
incremental velocity vectors of the exhaust jet are more nearly parallel to the central thrust axis than with any other nozzle contour. Stage I of the satellite rocket
has a mean expansion ratio very close to 0.02 and stages II and III operate with
ratios approximately equal to zero. Therefore, the 0.02 and 0.00 contours and their
efficiencies were used in all the satellite motors and are reproduced from ref. 6 in
Fig. 2. The noztle efficiency referred to above is denoted by rye and is defined as
follows:
rye = ryy x

CF (for expansion to a gIven area ratio, parallel-flow exhaust)
til

CF (for complete expansion, parallel-flow exhaust)

(5)

til

I00r-------~--t------------~i:;=~:;~--t_--------~~--~
STAGE

Po
Pc:

1

.0 •ot

90~--------~~---+--------------+_--------~--_+------------------;_--__1

~

STAGE II

N

~

:

Pc

am

-0 .. 00

__ - - - - -

__

~ eO~--------------+---------------~~~_-----~--~.---~~~----------~r--~~4

-------

10~----~----~~~-------------~----~--~-----+---------------t-----13

.'

o

1

..0.10..

4

2

r._

1;
NOZZLE

CONTOURS AND
DIVERGENT

EFFICIENCIES FOR BEST
SECTION OF NOZZLE

POSSIBLE

FIG. 1
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The po/p = 0.02 contour at a -{Ide ratio of 2.76 gives the efficiency TJa" 99.4%
and fran Eq. (5) TJ y is found to be 99.5%. This contour and length over diameter ratio
is used in stage I motors. However, the Polpc = 0.00 curve was shown only to a {Ide
ratio of 2.05 in ref. 6 and this ratio gives a value of TJc = 77.6%. As a better
efficiency is desired, the contour and efficiency are extrapolated in Fig. 2, as
suggested in the reference, to an ~/dt ratio of 4.25 which gives an area ratio of
15. This results in the efficiencies of TJC" 82.4~ and TJy = 98.5%. The possibility
of error in the efficiency and contour at the new area ratio is recognized. These
curves may be accurately calculated by a lengthy mathematical process which was not
done for this paper but which would be necessary before such a nozzle could be built.
The important items obtained from Fig. 2 are the length and shape of the nozzles
which will give reasonably high· efficiencies (neglecting the absolute values of these
efficiencies) •
The length of the nozzles described in this report were determined only fran the
consideration of the TJy and the weight. A further study should be conducted to determine the optimum lengths with the friction losses and the cooling requirements
also taken into consideration.
With all the values now known for Eq. (4), the total throat area per stage may
be calculated and is given in Table II.
3.

Rocket Motor DiJDel1Siaos
The dimension notation and general shape of the rocket motors for the satellite
rocket are given in Fig. 3. Inasmuch as the thrust determines the throat area, all
the dimensions are given as a function of the throat diameter •
.I.tfI

:1

1..1

T

~

d.

de

"

GENERAL

LAYOUT

AND NOTATION USED
MOTOR DESIGN
FIG. :5
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eo.bastion Chaaber Di~ter
An area ratio of 6.25 based on current rocket design practice is chosen for the
converging portion of the exhaust nozzle, therefore,

(6)
except where 2.5 d t ~ de < ~/2.4. In this case de is taken as ~/2.4. This is done
to prevent the combust1on chamber aspect ratio from becoming excessive in the small
motors.

Length of the Converging Section of Nozzle
The entry angle of the nozzle is chosen as large as possible in order to reduce
the length of the nozzle. but this angle should not be too large or the throat curvature will be too sharp. This is undesirable for two reasons: first, greater difficulties with nozzle erosion will be experienced; second. the transition between
subsonic and supersonic flow will move downstream from the throat resulting in separation losses at the sharp throat profile. Previous testing of various rocket motors
has indicated that 30° is a good compromise value for the entry angle. The length
of the converging section of the nozzle is then
(7)

This straight-sided cone in the actual motor would be faired at both ends as
shown roughly in Fig. 3. It is particularly impcrtant that the fairing between the
cone and the throat produce parallel flow at the throat.

Length of Coabastion Chaaber
The length of the combustion chari>er can be determined from one of two parameters
which are characteristic of the propellant used. These parameters are relative volume, which is the ra~io of combustion chamber volume, Ve , to the rate of propellant
consumption and characteristic length, L·, which is the ratio of the combustion
chamber volume to throat area. Inasmuch as the throat area is proportional to the
propellant flow rate, these parameters are practically identical. They both are
proportional to the chemical reaction rate of a given combination of propellants. If
the combustion volume is assumed to include the converging portion of the nozzle. the
length of the cylindrical portion of the combustion chamber 1S found as follows:
2

rrd
VeL • - ;

L·d~ = ..t;d:

-t..

= ~ rrd

.. 1/3

~

2

1/3 rr

1
1

(d! + dcd t +
2

( de

+

dc d t

+

(

1/4 d!" d cd t

..

d~ )

,

d~)

d 2t )

•

( B)

The characteristic length, LO, is at present unknown for the hydrazine and
liquid-oxygen combination and must be experimentally determined. The value of L-
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estimated for this propellant combination is 70 inches. This estimate was based on
known values of L* for the acid-aniline and alcohol-oxygen systems. Ihen the correct
value of L * has been determined the necessary adjustment in.te: may be made.
Le~th

Div~rging

Df the

Portion of the Nozzle

The length of the diverging portion of the nozzle is obtained by multiplying the

-{!d, ratio (obtained fran Fig. 2) for the proper pressure ratio by t~ throat diameter.
E~it Diaat!lt~r

of

E~hGlUt

Nozzle

The exit diameter of the exhaust nozzle is obtained by multiplying the d /d t
ratio (obtained from Fig. 2) for the proper pressure ratio by the throat diameter.
The actual shapes of the diverging portion of the nozzles will follow the contours
giVeD in ref. 6 and reproduced in Fig. 2.
The dimensions of the main and control motors in all the stages have been calculated as outlined above and the results are given in Table III.

Table III
ROCUT

Stage

Motor

~

DIMENSIONS FOR SATELLITE VEHICLE

Diameters (in. )
Lengths (in.)
Thrust
per Throat Exit
Comb. Cod:l. Cmverging Diverging Overall
Motor
Outmber Chamber Nozzle
Nozzle
lb.
dt

d 1/

de:

.Ie:

~

.La

.1

•

I

Main
C01ltrol

36.400
22,000

9.67
1.46

23.2
17.9

24.2
18.66

4.65
6.15

12.6
9.73

26.7
20.6

43.95
36.48

II

Maia
Coatrol

27,300
1,200

8.64
1.817

33.3
7.01

21.6
4.54

5.34
9.97

11. 27
2.37

36.5
7.67

53.11
20.01

III

Maia
Control

7,820
30

6.48
0.398

25.0
1.538

16.20
1.605

6.82
3.86

8.46
1.05

27.3
1.68

42.58
6.59

The r~lative size of the main and control motors in each stage is also given in
Table III. The thrust in the first stage is supplied by five motors in this proportion: 1 - 1 • 1 - 1 - 1.68. This division of size gives most of the multiple motor
.dvantages and allows the combustion chambers to approach the optimum shape in stage
I (see Appendix III).
In the second stage. the main motor is much larger than the control motors.
This means that the proportioning in stage II is quite different from the optimum.
However, as is pointed out in the discussion of multiple motors, some of their advantages disappear when the total thrus t decreases. Hence, the weight penal ty incurred
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by not using optimum multiple motors is not so great as in stage I. Another reason
for using small control motors in stage II, besides the one of control precision
previously discussed, is the composite nozzle exit diameter consideration. With the
present arrangement of the stage I oxygen tank around the stage II motors (see Fig. 1) ,
the stage II trailing edge fonns the max.i!ll.Ull diarreter of the satelli te rocket. It is
desirable from an aerodynamic standpoint to keep this diameter at a reasonably low
value. The equal division of thrust to the five motors in stage II, without the use
of a heavier notched oxygen tank, would greatly increase this diameter.
In stage III the control motors are made small for three reasons. There is
again the precision of control, and it is again desirable to keep the vehicle diameter
a minimum value at this station. The other reason is that the control motors must
operate during seven minutes of coasting and it is imperative that the propellant
consumption be very small during this period. The main motor in stage III has the
optimum combustion chamber shape if an L· of 70 inches is assumed. This is most
important in stage III because a saving in motor weight here means an equivalent
increase in useful payload. The control motors in this stage, each producing 30
pounds of thrust, are about the size of the smallest liquid rocket motor which has
been built to date.
The largest individual ~tor recommended for the satellite rocket is required
to produce 36,400 pounds of thrust. It is of interest to note that this is only 66~
as much as the thrust produced by the German A·4.
4.

Predicted Performance of Rocket Motors
A summary of the predicted performance of the motors of the satellite rocket
gi ven in Table IV.

1S

Table IV
PREDICTED

PERFORMA.~CE

OF THE ROCKET MOTORS OF THE SATELLITE VEHICLE
(Control and Main)

StJl.ge

Effective Olaracter· Chamber Exit
Est.
Actual
Specific
Specific Propellant Thrust
istic
Area to Area to
Thrust
Exhaust
Thrust Impulse Consumption Weight Coefficient Velocity Velocity Throat Throat
Area Area
Ratio
ft/sec

ft/sec

1. 25

7810

6250

6.25

80.0

1. 56

9600

6150

6.25

15.0

80.0

1. 56

9540

6110

6. 25 :t

15.0

lbs

sec

l/sec

I

124,400

243+

.00412+

73.2+

II

32.100

298.2

.00335

III

7,940

296.7

.00337

C,

5.76

+ Take-off values (sea level)
:l: Ratio of chamber area to throat area in the control motors of stage III is 16.25.

In stages I

and 11 this ratio is the same for both the ulain and control IIIOtors and is 6.25.
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S.

Motor Cooling

As the density of heat flow (BTU per sq in. per sec) is unknown at present for
rocket motors using hydrazine and liquid oxygen in a molecular ratio of 1.5 as propellants, a detailed analysis of the problem of cooling these motors is impossible at
this time. However, an indication of whether the rocket motors can be cooled regeneratively can be obtained by assuming a value of the average density of heat flow
based on known values for various propellant combinations and the difference in
combustion temperature.

The investigation (Appendix V) is based on an overall rise of coolant temperature, a specific heat of 0.583 BTU/' OF for hydrazine (the coolant) and an average
density of heat flow of 1-1/2 BTU per sq in. per sec. The assumption is made that
the mo;t difficult condition for regeneratively cooling a rocket motor is that of a
low thrust motor operated at low chamber pressure and exhausting to a vacuum (large
surface area, and low rate of propellant flow which is the condition of the rocket
motors of stage III). The saoyle calculation in Appendix V indicates that all of the
motors can probably be successfully regeneratively cooled with the exception of the
control rocket motors in stage III. These motors require some method of reducing the
average density of heat flow from the hot combustion gases to the cooling liquid
which is hydrazine if the coolant is not to boil in the coolant chamber. A possible
solution would be the use of a ceramic liner on the inner surface of the motor walls.
However, further research in this direction is necessary because of the high com·
bustion temperature.
The proper design of the 1DJectors and the combustion chamber also reduces the
density of heat flow. This, in addition to the use of cer~c liners, should provide
a solution to the cooling problem. If this doe8 not provide a solution it will be
necessary to sweat cool or film cool the motors. Sweat and film cooling have the
disadvantage that the coolant used for this purpose does not produce as much thrust
as when burned directly in the chamber. It is true the percentage of coolant used
in this manner is small, but it is significant from a weight standpoint for a long
duration rocket.

C.PROPELLANT DELIVERY SYSTEM
1.

Pump-Feed vs Ga8-Feed

A propellant delivery system for a three-stage satellite vehicle must meet the
varying requirements of each stage and resul t in a minill'lllll vehicle gross weight. With
this end in view an optimum study of gas-feed and pump-feed propellant delivery
systems was conducted and is de~cribed herein. The system chosen for each stage was
based on the minimum weight and operational reliability considerations.
Gas-Feed S,ste.

In this system, gas stored at a high pressure is used to pressurize the propellant tank to a pressure large enough to give the desired combustion chamber pressure.
Nitrogen has been used as this high pressure gas in the past. For the satellite
rocket, helium is recoamended because it is lighter in weight for 8 given volume, and
16
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it 1S much less soluble in liquid oxygen than is nitrogen. The weight of helium (if
it 1S stored at 3000 psi) required to pressurize a tank of volume Vp to a pressure
Pp is
waE = 6.45 x 10-&

Vppp ~ + Pp \ .
15 ,.
3000)

(9)

This we1ght of helium plus the weight and size of the helium tanks for each
stage may be found graphically in Appendix VI.
Quick stopping and starting of the rocket motors lS readily accomplished by the
use of the gas-pressure feed system.

Pu.p-Feed Syste.
In this system, the propellants are stored at a low pressure (approximately one
atmosphere) and a pump raises the propellant pressure to the desired feed value. For
most of the propellant flow rates and pressures required in the satellite rocket
motors, a high speed, two-stage centrifugal pump directly driven by a gas turbine is
indicated as being the lightest pumping system. In order to give the desired quick
motor starting, it is necessary to bring the turbine and pumps up to speed prior to
the time the propellants are needed. This is possible with centrifugal pumps without
a recirculating line, as a centrifugal pump may be operated with its discharge line
closed for a short period without overheating the pump. However, a tecirculating
line will probably he necessary around the oxygen pump, otherwise enough oxygen will
hoil off during starting to produce a vapor lock. It is also necessary in this system
to replace the propellants in the tanks with gas (helium or oxygen) in order to keep
the pressure high enough to prevent cavitation at the pump inlet.

Puap-Feed

liS

Go.,s-Feed

An investigation was conducted to determine the optimum propellant tank pressure
for each of the stages from a weight standpoint (see Appendix VII). The results are
given in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. From Figs. 4 and 5 it is readily seen that a pump-feed
system with the propellant tank pressure at 15 psi would result in the lowest rocket
gross weight in stages I and II. In stage III (Fig. 6>. however, the advantage of
the pump-feed system over the gas-feed system is very marginal. But in this investigatlon the tanks were considered spherical and if the actual shapes of the tanks had
heen used, the fully and partly gas pressurued system weights would have been greater.
Therefore, in all three stages of the satellite rocket, a turbine-pump arrangement
similar to that used in the German A-4 has been used to raise the propellant tank
pressure of 15 psi to this required feed pressure. An exception to this is the control
rocket motors in stage III which use a complete gas-feed system having a weight of
about 8 pounds, but this weight increase is justifiable in order to simplify the
third stage operation.
2.

P(lIWer and Size of Turhine and Pumps

The power and size of the turbine and pumps required
ln Appendix VII. The results are given in Table V.

In

each stage are calculated
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Table V
PUMPS AND nJRBINES FOR THE SATELLITE ROCKET

Hydrazine Centrifugal Pumps Oxygen Centrifugal Pumps
Turbine Overall Max. Hydrogen.
Power Speed Dia. Efficiency Power Speed Efficiency Power Length of ilia. Peroxide
Output
Output Turbine of Required
!Stage !output
and Pumps Unit

HI'
I

568

FPM

in.

%

4590

24.8

6S

rrwo Sh,e
II

93.7

6720

12.2

7760

311

RPM

%

HP

4590

61

1384

in.

in.

45

30

Ibs
429

Two Stage

13.0

53

Two Stage
III

liP

50.5

6720

47

284.3

26

14

84.4

50

33.4

20

10

10.6

Two Stage

9.4

57

Single Stage

6.0

7760

Single Stage

As is shown in Appendix VI, the diameters were determined by using a similarity relation between the desired centrifugal pump and an existing centrifugal pump. A
specific speed was chosen for each pump which would result in high efficiency without
making the actual speed excessive. The actual speeds and the efficiencies were then
determined from these specific speeds and the desired capacities and pressure heads.
In stages I and II a two-stage pump is necessary for both propellants, but in stage
III a single-stage pump can give the desired head. The turbine and pumps in each
stage were designed to operate at the same speed, making the use of reduction gears
unnec essary.
The oxygen pump bearings may be lubricated by liquid oxygen. If the hydrazine
pump bearings cannot be lubricated by the hydrazine itself, a grease must be found
which will not react with hydrazine. Hydrazine is known to dissolve sulphur which
1S present in small quantities in most greases.
In stages I and II the turbine, besides driving the pumps, will drive a generator
which will provide power for the servo-motors which position the rocket control
motors. In stage III this power will come from lightweight, short duration batteries.
A separate auxiliary power plant will supply power for the instruments and telemetering
equipment during the entire trajectory.
3.

Turbine Fuel Requirements

A 90% solution of hydrogen-peroxide is suggested as the fuel in the gas generator
for the turbine. This propellant has a heat content of 1137 BTU/lb and a combustion
temperature of 1786°R 7 which is about the maximum allowable temperature for present
turbine materials. However. as the operational life of the turbines will be of the
order of one or two minutes, higher temperatures and stresses may be allowed than in
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a turbine designed for long duration operation. On the other hand, inasmuch as the
weight of turbine fuel r~quired is only about 7/1000 of the weight of the propellants,
any saving of turbine fuel weight due to higher energy fuels, and consequently higher
turbine temperatures, will not affect the gross weight of the vehicle appreciably.
Though research on the turbine blade metals to enable higher reaction temperatures,
as well as research to find fuels with high specific impulses at a given temperature
is desirable, it is not imperative. A mono-propellant, such as hydrogen-peroxide, is
preferable to a fuel requiring an oxidizer and possibly a coolant additive, in view
of the increased difficulty of precisely governing the turbine speed when two or more
propellants have to be regulated. Furthermore, the products of the peroxide reaction
are all gaseous and hence there is little possibility of eroding the turbine blades
with solid particles. With the turbine power required, the efficiencies, and the
heat content of the turbine fuel all known, the weight of turbine fuel required may
be found and is given in Table V.
4.

Heat Exchanger to Maintain Oxygen Tank Pressure in Stage I at <Ate Atmosphere

The weight of the helium and helium tank can he reduced in stage I by the use of
a heat exchanger (similar to the one used on the A-4) to vaporize a portion of the
oxygen to keep the oxygen tank at a pressure of one atmosphere. About 1/258 of the
liquid oxygen flow rate will have to be bled through the heat exchange and led to
the main oxygen tank as gaseous oxygen. An examination of the use of heat exchangers
for stages II and III indicated that the saving in heliwr. and helium tank weights is
so small that in these stages the extra complexity due to heat exchangers was not
warranted.
D.

METHOD OF OPERATION OF THE ROCKET POWER PLANT

In a liquid rocket type of heat engine, the moving parts consist only of the
propellants themselves and the valves and pumps which control their movement. The
prime requisites are that the initiation of flow be prompt and reliable, that the flow
conGinue steady and uninterrupted during the entire burning period, and that the
cessation of flow be sharply defined so there will not be a rough explosive stop.
These objectives. plus the varied requirements in each stage of the satellite rocket,
governed the design of the fuel systems shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9,
1.

Stage I

Method of Operation

Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of the stage I fuel system.
ation of this system is described below:

The filling and oper-

Filling
Fuel Tank - F-11. a hand-operated vent valve and F-12, a hand-operated
filling valve. are opened. The fuel is forced into the tank by a pump in the
ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling operation, F-ll
and F-12 are closed.
~idizer Tank - 0-11, a hand-operated vent valve and 0-12, a hand-operated
filling valve, are opened. The oxidizer is forced into the tank by a pump in
the ground servicing equipment. Upon complet1on of the filling operation.
0-11 and 0-12 are closed.
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Turbine Fuel Tank - T-l1, a hand-operated vent valve and T-12, a handoperated filling valve, are opened. The turbine fuel is forced into the tank
by a pump in the ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling
operation, T-l1 and T-12 are closed.
Gas Pressure Tanks - ine gas tanks are pressurized by ground servicing
equipment through valves G-ll and G-llA.
QperCltion

G-12 and G-I2A, solenoid valves, are opened allowing high pressure gas to
flow from the gas tank into G-13 and G-13A, pressure reducing and regulator
valves. Gas at various lower pressures is taken from G-13 and G-13A in three
lines.
The line
to maintain a
Check valves,
oxidizer from
operation the

from G-13 leads directly to the fuel and oxidizer tanks in order
certain minimum pressure within these tanks throughout operation.
G-14 and G-15, are in the lines to prevent any gaseous fuel and
coming together in the gas pressure lines. At the end of stage I
helium supply pressure for G-13 is reduced to about 20 psi.

One line from G-13A leads through check valveG-17 to pressurize the turbine
fuel tank throughout operation. A second line from G-13A supplies pressure to
the pneumatically operated valves in the system. At the end of stage I operation
the helium supply pressure for G-13A is reduced only to about 420 psi. G-16, a
solenoid valve, is opened allowing the gas to open pneumatic valves T-13, 0-13.
F-13. and to operate the electrically controlled valv~s 0-16 and F-14.
When T-13 is opened the pressurized turbine fuel flows through check valve
T-14 into the turbine combustion chamber. where it is sprayed against the catalystlined walls of the chamber. The hot gaseous products of combustion operate the
turbine for driving the fuel and oxidizer pumps. T-14 prevents the products of
combustion from flowing back into the turbine fuel ~ank. After being exhausted
from the turbine the hot gases pass through the heat exchanger to the atmosphere.
~hen f-13 is opened, gravity plus the one atmosphere pressure of helium
above the fuel forces the fuel into the centrifugal fuel pump. The fuel is then
pumped through F-14 into the cooling jackets and the combustion chambers of the
motors. f-14 is an electrically controlled. pneumatically operated valve used
to vary the fuel flow during the starting operation on the ground.

When 0-13 is open, the oxidizer flows into the centrifugal oxidizer pump
and is pumped into two lines. One of these lines leads through 0-16 to the
combustion chamber. 0·16 is an electrically controlled. pneumatically operated
valve used to vary the oxidizer flow during the starting operation. A small
oxidizer line leads through check valve 0-14 into the heat exchanger. where the
hot turbine exhaust gases transform the oxidizer to the gaseous state. 0-14
prevents the gaseous oxidizer from flowing back into the line leading to the
motor. The gaseous oxidizer is led from the heat exchanger through check valve
0-15 back to pressurize the oxidizer tank. 0-15 prevents the initial pressurizing gas of the pressure regulator from escaping out of the oxidizer tank before
the turbine begins to operate. 0-17 is a pressure relief valve preventing the
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pressure in the oxidizer tank from reaching excessively high values. The motora
in stage I are allowed to run for about 5 seconds at 1/3 thrust. Then, if the
turbine and the five motors are operating properly and there are no leaks,
combination valve 0-16 and f-14 is opened to give full thrust and take-off
commences. No allowance has heen made in the satellite gross weight for the
propellant consumpt'ion during this warm-up, but since this weight is consumed
before take-off it will not influence the trajectory calculations. It only
means that the stage I propellant tanks must be about 5% larger than is shown
in Fig. 2. The power plant is now allowed to run a given length of time ba~ed
on a constant fuel flow rate and a given initial amount of fuel, the values of
which are determined from trajectory considerations. At the end of the predetermined powered-flight time, oxidizer valve 0-16 is closed and combustion is
precisely ended. The first stage is then separated from the second and third
stages.

2.

Stage II Method of Operation
Fi Hing

Fuel Tank - F-21, a hand-operated vent valve and F-22, a hand-operated
filling valve, are opened. The fuel is forced into the tank by a pump in the
ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling operation, F-21
and F-22 are closed.
O~idizer Tank - 0-21, a hand-operated vent valve and 0-22, a hand-operated
filling valve, are opened. The oxidizer is forced into the tank by a pump in
the ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling operation 0-21
and 0-22 are closed.

Turbine Fuel Tank - T-21, a hand-operated vent vahe and T-22, a hand-operated filling valve, are opened. The turbine fuel is forced into the tank by
a pump in the ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling
operation T-2l and T-22 are closed.
Gas Pressure Tank - The gas tanks are pressurized by ground servicing equipment through valves G-21 and G-21A.
Operation
G-22 and G-22A, solenoid valves, are opened allowing the high pressure gas
to flow from the gas tank into G-23 and G-23A, pressure reducing and regulating
valves. Gas at various lower pressures is taken from G-23 and G-23A in three
lines.
The line from G-23 leads to the fuel and oxidizer tanks through solenoid
valves G-29 and G-28 in order to maintain a certain minimum pressure within
those tanks throughout operation. Check valves G-24 and G-25 are in the lines
to prevent any gaseous fuel and oxidizer from conUng together in the gas pressure
lines.
A unique condition exists at the beginning of stages II and III. When the
vehicle is coasting, the propellants and propellant tanks have zero apparent
gravity. Therefore, if helium is applied to the'top of the tank it is not
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certain whether helium or propellant will enter the pump feed line.

To make

.ure that propellant will enter this feed line a small gas bag is incorporated

in the fuel and oxidizer tanks. Gas from G-23 is fed directly to these bags
which expand and take up any excess volume in the tank and thus force the fuels
into the fuel lines leading to the rocket motor as far as pneumatically operated
valves 0-23 and F-23.
1his same condition exists in the case of the turbine fuel tanks. Thou@h
the turbine is started for stage II during the latter part of burning of stage I,
at the end of burning of stage I the turbine fuel and fuel tank of stage II are
also being acted upon only by gravity, and there is a possibility that the pressurizing gas might enter the turbine fuel feed line and hence stop the turbine.
For this reason it has been necessary to incorporate a small gas bag in the
turbine fuel tank. Thus gas from G-23A is fed directly from check valve G-27 to
the gas bag in the turbine fuel tank until the stage II motors begin to produce
thrust, after which solenoid valve G-210 is opened allowing the gas to pressurize
the turbine fuel directly.
A second line from G-23A supplies pressure to the pneumatically operated
valves in the system.

G-26, a solenoid valve, is opened allowing the gas to open pneumatic valves
T-23, 0-23, and F-23. At this time solenoid valves G-28 and G-29 are opened,
allowing the gas from G-23 to pressurize the oxidizer and fuel tanks directly.
When T-23 is opened, the pressurized turbine fuel flows into the turbine combustion chamber where it is sprayed against the catalyst-lined walls of the
chaJrber. The hot gaseous products of cCl11hustion operate the turbine for dririna
the fuel and oxidizer pumps. Check valve T-24 prevents the products of ~om
bustion from flowing back into the turbine fuel tank. After being exhausted
from the turbine the hot gases pass directly to the atmosphere.
When F-23 is opened, the pressurized fuel flows into the centrifugal fuel
pump and is pumped to the electrically controlled pneumatically operated valve
F-24. Similarly, when 0-23 is opened, the pressurized oxidizer flows into the
centrifugal oxidizer pump and is pumped to 0·26. The fuel and oxidizer are
stopped at F·24 and 0-26 in order that the turbine may develop its full power
during stage separation without having propellant combustion in the rocket motor.
F-24 and 0-26, which are used to regulate the fuel and oxidizer flow during
the starting operation, are now opened and fuel and oxidizer are achitted to the
combustion chamber.
The power plant is allowed to run a given length of time based on constant
fuel flow rate and a given initial amount of fuel which values are determined
from trajectory considerations.

At the end of the predetermined powered-flight time, oxidizer valve 0-26 is
closed and combustion is precisely ended. The second stage is then separated
from the third stage.
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Stap In Methad of Operation
FillillB

Fuel Tank - F-3l. a hand-operated vent valve and F-32. a hand operated
filling valve, are opened. The fuel is forced into the tank by a pump in the
ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling operation, f-3l
and F-32 are closed.
~idizer Tank - 0-31, a hand-operated vent valve and 0-32, a hand-operated
filling valve, are opened. The oxidizer is forced into the tank by a pump in
the ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling operation 0-31
and 0-32 are closed.

Auxiliary Fuel Tank - F-3lA, a hand-operated vent valve and F-32A, a handoperated filling valve. are opened. The fuel is forced into the tank by a pump
in the ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling operation,
F-3lA and F-32A are closed.
Auxiliary Oxidizer Tank - 0-3lA, a hand-operated vent valve and 0-32A, •
hand operated filling valve, are opened. The oxidizer is forced into the tank
py a pump in the ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling
pperation. 0-3lA and 0-32A are closed.
Turbine Fuel Tank - T-31, a hand-operated vent valve and T-32, a hand operated filling valve, are opened. The turbine fuel is forced into the tank by
a pump in the ground servicing equipment. Upon completion of the filling
pperation, T-3l and T-32 are closed.
Gas Pressure Tanks - The gas tanks are pressurized by ground servicing

~quipment through v~lves G-31 and G-3lA.
~t'rotion

In this case a separate fuel system is provided for the maiD rocket IIIOtor
and another for the control rocket motors. They will he discussed separately.
Main Rocket Motor - G-32 and G-32A, solenoid valves are opened, allowing
high pressure gas to flow from the gas tanks into G-33 and G-33A pressure
reducing and regulating valves. Gas at various lower pressures is taken from
G·33 and G-33A in five lines. The line from G·33 leads to the main fuel and
oxidizer tanks through solenoid valves G-38 and G-39 in order to maintain a
certain minimum pressure within these tanks throughout operation. Check valves
G-34, G-3S are in the lines to prevent any gaseous fuel and oxidizer from cominS
together in the gas pressure lines.
~he

Inasmuch as this power plant is also required to start when the vehicle is
not accelerating as well as restart after a period of coasting, gas bags are
incorporated in the fuel and oxidizer tanka. However, these bags differ from
£haae in~tage II in that they are sufficiently large wben expanded to fill the
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whole volume of each tank and the propellants are never pressurized by the gas
directly. Gas from G-33 is fed directly to these bags which expand and take up
any excess volume in the tank and thus force the fuels into the fuel lines leading to the rocket motor as far as the pneumatically operated valves 0.33 and F·33.
Again the turbine fuel tank requires a gas bag for the same reasons as discussed in stage IIi however, as above, this gas bag is also large enough when
expanded to fill the whole volume of the turbine fuel tank and the turbine fuel
is never pressurized by the gas 9irectly.
One line from G-33A leads from the preasure regulator through check valve
G-37 to pressurize thP. turbine fuel tank throughout operation.
A second line from G-33A supplies pressure to the pneumatically operated
valves in the system.
A third line from G·33A leads to the auxiliary fuel tank IlIA to pressurize
it sufficiently to be operated as a component of the pressurized fuel system
used for the control rocket motors.
A fourth line fran G·33A leads t.u the auxiliary oxidizer tank IlIA to enable
it to operate as the other component of the pressurized fuel system mentioned
above.

When this power plant is to be started, G-36, a solenoid valve, is opened
allowing gas to open T-33, F-33, and 0-33. When T-33 is opened, the pressurized
turbine fuel flows into the turbine combustion chamber where it is sprayed
against the catalyst-lined walls of the chamber. The hot gaseous products of
combustion operate the turbine for driving the fuel and oxidizer pumps to supply
fuel and oxidizer to the main rocket motor only. Check valve T-34 prevents the
products of combustion from flowing back into the turbine fuel tank. After
heing exhausted from the turbine. the hot gases pass directly to th~ atmosphere.
When F-33 is opened, the pressurized fuel tlows into the centrifugal fuel
pump and is pumped to the electrically controlled pneumatically operated valve
F-34. Similarly when 0-33 is opened the pressurized oxidizer flows into the
centrifugal oxidizer pump and is pumped to the electrically controlled, pneu·
matically operated valve 0-34. The fuel and oxidizer are stopped at F-34 and
0-34 in order that the turbine may develop full power during atage separation
without having propellant combustion in the rocket motor. Solenoid-controlled
valves F-34 and 0-34 which are used to regulate the fuel and oxidizer flow are
now opened and fuel and oxidizer are admitted to the main motor and combustion
atarts.
It is now desired that the main rocket motor be stopped. 0-34 is closed.
stopping the flow of oxidizer to the motor. The turbine is perlllitted to run for
a few seconds to pump fuel through the cooling jacket of the motor to absorb
the heat. from the last part of the Corrbustioo. Then F·34 is closed. stopping the
flow of fuel to the motor.
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Solenoid ~36 is closed, shutting off gas supply to pneumatic valves T-33,
F-33, and 0-33. Solenoid valves G-310, G-311, and G-312 are opened, permitting
gas pressure to escape from 0-33, T-33, and F-33, respectively, and thus close
those valves, and the plant is shut down.
After a period of coasting it is desired that the main rocket motor be
started again. This is accomplished as before, starting with the opening of
solenoid valve G-36.
The power plant is now allowed to rWl a given length of time based on constant fuel flow rate and a given initial amount of fuel, which values are determined from trajectory consideration.
Due to the Wldesirable effect of a rocket motor explosion in this stage,
because of Wlabsorbed heat at the end of combustion, the power plant will be
completely shut down in the same manner as described in the first part of stage
III and not similarly to stage I and II.
COntrol Rocket Motors - G-32A. solenoid valve, is opened, allowing the high
pressure gas to flow from the gas tank into G-33A, a pressure reducing and
regulating valve. For the operation of the control motors, gas is taken from
G-33A in three lines. One line leads directly to the auxiliary fuel tank to
pressure it sufficiently to be operated as a component of the pressurized fuel
system. A second line leads to the auxiliary oxidizer tank to enable it to
operate as the other component of the pressurized fuel system mentioned above.
A third line supplies pressure to the pneumatically operated valves in the
system.
As these motors are required to start when the rocket vehicle is not accelerating, gas bags are incorporated in the fuel and oxidizer tanks. Gas from
G·33A is fed directly to these bags which expand and take up any excess volume
in the tank and thus force the fuels into the fuel lines leading to the rocket
motors as far as the electrically controlled, pneumatically operated valves F-34A
and 0-34A. ~hen it is desired that these motors be started. F-3~ and O.34A,
simultaneously with F·34 and 0-34, are opened and the fuel and oxidizer are
admitted to the combustion chamber through filters and combustion starts. Fil·
ters are necessary in this stage because of the small size of the control rocket
motors and the consequent small size of the injectors with their inherent danger
of clogging.

F-34A and 0-34A are used to regulate the flow of fuel and oxidizer to the
motors during the starting operation. These motors are allowed to run a given
length of time based on constan-t fuel flow rate and a given initial amount of
fuel, values of which are determined from trajectory considerations. These
control motors will operate constantly during the two powered portions, as well
as the coasting portion of stage III. To stop the motors 0-34A is closed,
stopping the flow of oxidizer. Fuel is permitted to continue to flow through
the cooling jacket and thus absorb the heat from the last part of the combustion.
Then F-34A is closed, stopping the flow of fuel to the motors.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAUONS

Rocket power plants can be buil t which rill propel a staged rocket vehicle to •
satellite orbit at an altitude of 350 miles. The power plants reCOlllllmded here consist of five regeneratively cooled liquid rockets in each of the three stages. The
fuel used is liquid oxygen and hydrazine. The steering of the vehicle is accomplished
by the pivot mounting and control of the four smaller rocket IIIOtOrs in each stage.
All rocket motors are fed by centrifugal pumps, except the stage In control IIIOtors
which are preuure fed wi th helillD gas. The products of decamposition of 90% hydrogenperoxide operate a gas turbine which directly drives both propellant pumps. A small
. .ount of research plus the usual experimental development work necessary for any
rocket power plant will be required before the final satellite power plant is constructed. The prime unknowns which must be determined are:
1. The heat flow density fran a chamber containing the high temperature products
of combustion of hydrazine and liquid oxygen to the hydrazine in the coolant
jacket.
2. The optimum combustion chamber volume to throat area ratio (L·) for the
hydrazine-liquid oxygen system (Alternatiyely the chemical reaction rate of
these propellants.)
3. The optimum nozzle length for each motor with ~V' friction losses, nozzle
weight, and cooling requirements taken into consideration.

,. 1he optimum injector design baaed on the maximum combustion efficiency and
the minilllUD heat flux to the motor shell.
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PART B.
AUXILIARY POWER PLANT

I.

SUMMARY

An auxiliary power plant is necessary in the satellite rocket to proTide electrical power ft'Jr the operation of attitude control motors, data taking, r.iio COIltact,
and telemetering while the satellite is on its orbit and when the main rocket motors
are not operating. As essentially the same equipment will be used for data taking,
radio contact, and telemetering both on the ascending trajectory and on the orbit,
it was decided that the auxiliary power plant would prOTide the power required for
these functions during the ascent as well as on the orbit. In addition, thia power
plant will also energize the attitude control mechanism for the orbital flight.

A preliminary estimate of the pOlifer needed indicates 300 watts will be necessary,
and this figure is used in this study.
This study reveals that it is possible to construct a 300 watt power plant to
operate for an estimated required period, two weeks, within the allowable weight of 400
pounds. The power plant to meet these conditions is a radioactiye cell (beat source),
a low pressure mercury Tapor turbine condensing system with an electrical senerator,
and a mercury Tapor radiant condenser. (Cooling is acc(lll)lished by radiation as there
is no atmosphere to prOTide conduction or convection at the orbit altitude of 350
miles.)
The total weight of this system is estimated to be 157 pounds. lberefore, if it
is thousht desirable, the watt output of this system can be more than doubled and the
weight will still be below the allowable 400 pounds. Increuing the watt output is
beneficial as it increases the aize of the turbine to be used, which is critically
amall for 300 watts. Further, it will provide more power to accomplish the various
requirements given above, and therefore simplify the equipment design problema.
There is an alternative power plant which is within the weisht limit which can
be used for auxiliary power; however, it will not provide power for the full two week
period, but only for about ~h days. This is the system wherein a gaa turbine is
driven by the products of combustion of a chemical fuel at relatively high pressure.
To avoid difficulties in this case, with an extremely small turbine requ1red for
continuous power output, a duty cycle is suggested in which power at a reasonable
level is generated for a short period and stored in a battery. Power requirements
are taken from the battery and when the battery reserve becomes low, the generator
is started again.
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II.

INTRODUCTION

During the ascending trajectory and on the orbital path auxiliary power is required for satellite attitude control, radio contact, data taking, and telemetering.
Exact power requirements for these fWlctiros are at present Wlkn own , however, qualitatively the requirements are as follows:
A.

ASCENDOO 'IRAJECI'aW

1.

Power ior Data Taking Instruments
a.
b.

2.

Power ior ColIlllllJlication
a.

h.
c.

3.

To provide information on satellite rocket performance
To provide scientific information of interest

Radio beacons and receiver
Telemetering
Doppler altimeter

Power lor Satellitp. Attitude Control Mechanisms
a.
b.
c.

Servo-indicator (gyroscopic)
Servo-amplifier
Servo-motors which position the rocket control motors

B.

OOBITAL PAnt

1.

Power for Data Taking Instruments
a.
b.

2.

Communication
a.
b.

3.

To provide information on satellite rocket attitude
To provide scientIfic information of interest

Radio beacon and receiver
Telemetering
(These are the same instruments used in the ascending trajectory)

Power lor Satellite Attitude Control
a.
b.
c.
d.

~Echanism
O

Five molecular beam detectors to indicate pitch and yaw
Electro-magnetic compass to indicate roll
Device for indicating the variation of a and b and computing the correct
sIgnal to be sent to the flywheel controls
Motors for rotating the flywheel controls.

During stages I and II of the satellite rocket an electrical generator coupled
to the main fuel pump turbine will supply all the power for the control mechanisms.
In stage III a light weigh~, short dura~ion bat~ery will supply ~he power for ~he
control mechanisms as well as for the Doppler altimeter which is used in the final
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powered portion of the trajectory after coasting to determine when altitude is constant. A separate auxiliary power plant will be used to supply power for the communication devices and data taking instruments during both the ascending trajectory
and orbital flight, and for the control mechanisDlS during orbital flight.
A preliminary estimate of the power which this auxiliary power plant will he
required to produce is 300 watts, if satellite rocket attitude is to be controlled
continuously and if data are to be taken and transmitted to the earth continuously.
This requirement of 300 watts is taken as a basis for evaluating the various systems
ronsidered.
The auxiliary power plant will be required to supply the necessary power for a
long 'duration (on the order of two weeks) I ill practically a vacuum, with no gravity
or acceleration forces available, and have a very small total weight (including fuel).
It is readily seen that no cCXlventional power source can meet these severe canditioos.
As a resul t, a nUlllber of unconventional power sources were investigllted. These include a solar power plant, a high power electro-magnetic ground beam, an atomic pile,
a radioactive material, and chemical fuels. To make the energy from tbese sources
usable it is necessary to convert it to electrical power. Therefore, these energy
sources have been investigated for use with a turbine-generator .nd a thermopile.

111.

A.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

SOLAR POWER PLANT

The most obvious source of auxiliary power for the satellite rocket is the sun
itself. At the orbital altitude of 350 miles, practically none of the radiant energy
of the sun is absorbed by the earth's atmosphere. However, the investigation made. in
Appendix VIII shows that the entire projected area of the stage III satellite rocket
would intercept only enough radiant energy to supply 242 watts of useful electric
power. The present estimated power requirements for data taking, control, and telemetering is about 300 watts. But even if the power requirements are later reduced
to 242 watts, a solar absorber covering one side of the rocket vehicle would be very
heavy. To this weight DJ.lst be added the weight of the working fluid, the boiler-feed
pump, the turbine, and a large condenser on the shady side of the vehicle. The
physical size of the solar absorber might be reduced by installing a large condensing
lens on the sunny side of the vehicle, but it is unlikely that this would result in
any overall weight reduction. Therefore, the solar power plant must be discarded
because of its inherently large weight.

B.

HIGH ENERGY GROUND TRANSMITI'ERS
Another possibility for supplying power for the satellite is to transmit highfrequency electro-magnetic waves from a series of ground stations spaced around the
earth. An antenna on the satellite would intercept these waves producing an electric
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current. The order of magnitude of the power required by fourteen stations, located
at the equator, equally spaced about the earth, and which would transmit 300 watts
to the satellite with an orbital altitude of 350 miles, is now calculated. The
maximum distance from the vehicle to any ground station is approximately

R ..
R

= 1008

miles

The power output required from each of the ground stations in watts is

where S· power required by satellite • 300 watts
G

II:

gain of antenna over isotropic radiation = 1011

Aeff • effective area of receiver antenna" 10 square feet.
Therefore
p .. 4'TT (5280

10 5

• 10.7

X

X

x

1008)2 300
10

10 10 watts or 107,000 megawatts.

This excessive power requirement of 107,000 megawatts at each station excludes the
use of high energy ground beams for this purpose.

C.

CHEMICAL FUEL-GAS TURBINE SYSTEM

1.

Long. Cootinuoua Operatioa SY8tem

The orbital power plant requiring the least amount of development is a chemical
fuel-gas turbine system similar to the system used for driving the pumps for the
rocket motors of the satellite vehicle. The decomposi tion products of hydrogenperoxide drive a turbine which drives an electrical generator instead of pumps. The
drawback to this system is the large weight of fuel required to operate the generator
for a long duration. If the generator is to supply 300 watts continuously for two
weeks, the total power plant weight would be 1455 pounds (see calculation 1 of Appendix IX). This is larger than the combined auxiliary power plant and payload allotment
in the present design satellite vehicle. This weight might be reduced a few per cent
if a higher energy propellant system which will give the same combustion chamber
temperature were used, but the total weight would still be excessive. A higher temperature than the 1786°R given by the decomposition of 90% Ha02 cannot be tolerated
by present turbine materials for a long duration even though a partial admission
turbine is used. The difficulties in building the watch-porket size turbine required
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wi~ a hi~ efficiency would be very great. It is probable that a small reciprocating
eng1ne wh1ch would supply the 0.47 horsepower required could be more readily made.
Also, a propellant combination with a higher chamber temperature could be tolerated
in a reciprocating engine thereby lowering the total fuel weight.

However, a miniature reciprocating engine with its large number of moving parts
1S more likely to have a failure over a two week period than a gas turbine with its
one moving part.
2.

Light-Weigbt Intermittent Operation System

As an alternative to overcome small turbine size and large total fuel weight
difficulties, an intermittent power generation and telemetering cycle has been set up
(calculation 2 of Appendix IX) which includes a battery for storage of power. With
this duty cycle and a total power plant weight l~ted to 400 pounds, the duration of
contact between the earth and the satellite could continue for 136.7 hours and a 5 1/2
horsepower turbine could be used. If a stand-by turbine-generator is also included
in the 400 pounds (for greater reliability) the contact duration is reduced to 113.8
hours.
3.

General Method of Operation

At the time of take-off, avalve would be opened allowing. helium gas to pressurize
the turbine fuel tank. The hydrogen-peroxide would flow to the combustion chamber
where an injector sprays the peroxide on potassium-permanganate-impregnated walls.
The permanganate is a catalyst and therefore is not consumed in the reaction. But
for long duration operation the momentum of the hot gases striking the wall can be
expected to carry sane of' the catalyst out the exhaust. It is therefore necessary
to intermittently pressurize a small container of the catalyst and thereby replenish
the amount of catalyst in the walls.
The con~ustion gases then pass to the turbine through a nozzle diaphr~,wbose
area is only a small fraction of the total area existing between the turbine buckets.
A partial admission turbine such as this makes possible a small but still efficient
turbine and also helps cool the turbine blades.
The direct current generator which 1S driven by the turbine,feeds electrical
power to a storage battery or directly to the control mechanisms and electronic
devices.

D.

ATOMIC ENERGY POWER PLANT

1.

Pile of Fissionable Material

The main disadvantage of the chemical fuel system described above is that a long
duration power plant requires too large a weight of fuel. A much higher concentration
of energy can be obtained from a given weight of material if the atomic energy of the
material is utilized. An obvious method of using the energy of the neutron-chainreaction of fissionable materials is to use a uranium or plutonium pile. The heat
from this pile could be used to generate steam or mercury vapor in a boiler and then
operate a turbine-generator unit.
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However, the use of a pile for the auxiliary power plant has serious disadvantages. The main disadvantage is the inherent inefficiency of a pile used to produce
the orbital power requirements of only 300 watts. There must be a minimum (critical)
mass of fissionable D,aterial present before the unit will operate, whether 300 or
30,000,000 watts are desired. Another disadvantage lies in the penetrating gamma-ray
and neutron emission which comes from such an atomic power plant. For use in the
satellite rocket, it is very desirable to have this power plant begin operation before
take-off so that a complete check-out can be made of the auxiliary power plant, control, and telemetering systems before the satellite leaves the ground. This means
that thick walls of shielding material would have to surround the power plant while
the crew prepared the rocket for launching.
2.

RadioactiYe Cell

However, if instead of using U-235 or plutonium directly, use is made of one of
the radioactive substances which are by-products of the plutoniunl manufacturing
process, all the above disadvantages can be eliminated. The by-product which most
closely meets the needs of the orbital power plant, according to a memorandum by
RAND consultants Alvarez, McMillan, and Serber, of Berkeley,l1 is radioactive strontium
89. The half-life of Sr 89 is S5 days and it emits beta rays with an upper limit of
1.52 mev. Also, it is believed that an adequate amount of Sr 89 already exists in
stored waste products. It would be very difficult to separate Sr fran the radioactive
barium which emits strong ganma rays with a half-life .Jf 12. S days. But if the fission
products are allowed to cool for 100 days or so, the shorter-lived barium will decay
greatly with respect to the Sr, so that the separation can be auch more easily effected. S~ce there is so much activity at anyone time in the cooling tanks, it is not
necessary to hurry the separation to make sure of getting the strontiunl out before it
has decayed too much.
The weight of strontium 89 required to produce 300 watts for two weeks is calculated in Appendix X and is equal to 3.02 grams. The total weight of the radioactive cell cannot be determined until the per cent concentration of the isotope,
which can be obtained at reasonable cost, is known; as well as the per cent dilution
which would be desirable to control the temperature when the strontiulli cell is installed in a power plant.
Two methods are suggested for converting the heat from the strontium cell into
electrical energy. These are a boiler, turbine-generator, and condenser - and a hot
and cold plate thermopile.
E.

RADIOACTIVE CELL - MERCURY VAPOR SYSTEM

1.

Description

Inasmuch as there is no cooling medium available in the upper atmosphere, the
greatest difficulty encountered in a satellite power plant using any vapor system is
the condensing of the vapor after it has expanded in a turbine. The only possible
method of condensing in the satellite is with the use of a radiant condenser. Since
the rate of heat transfer from a radiating surface is proportional to the fourth power
of the temperature, it is imperative that the working fluid condense at a high temperature at the low turbine exhaust pressure. Therefore, the boiling point of the
working fluid should be high enough to permit sufficient heat transfer in the condenser and at a low enough temperature-pressure combination to permit light boiler
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construction with existing materials. Mercury meets these requirements and was
therefore chosen as the working fluid. Also, considerable research and development
has already been done with mercury boilers and turbines.
In the mercury vapor cycle described in Appendix XI. the mercury is vaporized
in the radioactive cell boiler at an absolute pressure of 40 psi and a temperature
0
of 1245 R. The vapor is condensed at 5 psi and 1036 0 R. A higher cycle efficiency
may be obtained by the use of a higher boiler pressure and temperature, but the
efficiency is not critical in this strontium cell auxiliary power plant from a weight
standpoint. If the cycle efficiency was reduced by 1/2, the 300 watts power required
would still only require about 6 grams of strontium 89. CAl the other hand, operating
the mercury cycle at a low pressure has the following advantages:
1. Lower pressure reduces the weight of boiler tubes, piping, turbine casing,
and boiler feed pump.
2. Lower pressure results in a higher specific volume at the turbine inlet.
This is very important when designing a turbine small enough to operate on one
or two pounds of flow per minute.
3. The relatively lower operation temperature increases the duration of turbine
operation before failure can be expected.
The rate of heat released from the strontium cell cannot be stopped or even
varied, therefore, it is desirable to start the turbine-generator system when the
strontium cell and boiler coil are assembled so that the temperature of the strontium
cell nay be maintained at some allowable value. Therefore, the auxiliary power plant
will operate on the ground before launching and during the ascending trajectory, as
well as during the orbital flight. The problem of keeping the condenser coolon the
ground can be solved simply by some cooling device external to the satellite itself.
But on the ascending trajectory the solution is not as simple. The condenser cannot
be located adjacent to the external skin of the stage III rocket because this skin
reaches temperatures of about 1300~ due to friction in the lower atmosphere. But
at the same time, if the condenser is to radiate the necessary amount of heat during
the orbital flight/it must be located on an external surface of the stage III vehicle.
Therefore, the condenser is located around the motor compartment of stage III. The
condenser will then be protected by the fuel tank of stage II in the lower atmosphere
and will be exposed to space during the stage III trajectory and during orbital flight.
During the ascending trajectory a cake of solid carbon dioxide can be spring- fed
against an area at the exit of the condenser coil at a rate which will condense but
not freeze the mercury. Making this conservative assumption,that the radiant condenser will not operate until the satellite is on the orbit after a fourteen-minute
trajectory, it will theoretically require about 9 pounds of carbon dioxide to condense
the mercury vapor assuming no heat addition except that released by the condensing
mercury vapor. The condenser consists of a corrugated 0.03-inch-thick steel plate
welded to a flat rectangular 0.03-inch-thick steel plate mounted in the motor compartment as shown in Fig. 1. When the satellite rocket is travelling in its orbi~
this condenser plate will be oriented parallel to the earth satellite radius vector
with the corrugations facing spaceward to obtain maximum heat dissipation. A sheet
of highly polished aluaanum is located between the condenser and the stage III rocket
motors in order to intercept the heat radiated from the stage III rocket motors during
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their operation. The mechanics of vapor and fluid flow in a gravitationless condenser are not fully understood at the present time. However, it is believed that
the low adhesion and high surface tension properties of mercury will facilitate the
flow from the condenser inlet to the boiler feed pump inlet. Furthermore, inasmuch
as the flow cycle is started on the ground when gravity is present, it is believed
that flow will continue later in the absence of gravity, although restarting while
on the orbit is probably not possible. The flow rate of mercury, the heat which must
be radiated from the condenser. and the design of the condenser are given in Appendix
XI. The weight of this condenser and the estimated weights of the other units in the
radioactive-boiler, mercury· vapor system which will produce 300 watts are given below:
We ight in pounds
Mercury condenser
Mercury (working fluid)

40
50

Mercury turbine
Electrical generator
Boiler feed pump and motor drive
Carbon dioxide cake and feed mechanism
Radioactive boiler (includes boiler
tubes and strontium cell)

15
12

Total weight of the radioactive cell
and mercury vapor ~ys tem

5

IS

157 pounds

Method of ~ration
Immediately after the assembly of the strontium cell and the mercury boiler, the
boiler feed pump driven by a battery in the ground servicing unit will be started.
The entire auxiliary power plant may then be checked out by the ground crew. Also,
all the control mechanism and telemetering equipment may be checked out at the same
time. As soon as the mercury turbine acquires full speed the boiler feed pump motor
will be driven directly by power from the system's electric generator. The condenser
may be cooled by a water coil or carbon dioxide blocks during this ground operation.
As soon as the ground checks and adjustments have been made and the trajectory block
of carbon dioxide has been placed in its feed mechanism, the auxiliary power plant
is ready for satellite take-off. During the trajectory after stage III separates from
stage II and after the carbon dioxide is consumed, the mercury vapor is condensed
solely by radiation from the condenser.
2.

If the strontium 89 has decayed for 110 days before the rocket takes off as
assumed in Appendix X, the calculated strontium cell will produce 360 watts of electrical power. If the maximum consumption of electric power by the equipment is 300
watts, the extra 60 watts may be dissipated in an electrical resistance which would
be located as far as possible from the mercury condenser. At the end of fourteen days
the auxiliary power plant will produce only the required 300 watts. The strontium
would still have 100 watts available at the end of 102 days of orbital flight. But
the turbine and condenser will stop operating within a few days after the fourteenth
day, because the turbine and condenser calUlot be expected to operate much below their
design conditions.
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F.

RADIOACTIVE CELL - THERMOPILE SYSTEM

In order to utilize the reduced watt output of the strontium's later days of
activity, as well as to avoid the other difficulties of the condenser and miniature
turbine, another means of power generation was investigated. This method would
consist of a thermopile with the hot junctions imbedded in a strontium 89 cell and
the cold junctions attached to a plate which will radiate heat out into space. This
thermopile circuit would feed power directly to the electronic equipment or indirectly
through a battery. In the past, the use of this thermo-electric effect to measure
temperature required only minute quantities of power. However, by using two conductors (or semi-conductors) which have a high thermo-electric power as the two wires
of the thermocouple, and by having a large number of thermocouples in aeries, it is
possible to produce a reasonable quantity of power.
Again, as in the case of the mercury vapor system, the important criteria of a
thermopile power plant in a satellite rocket are minimum weight and the amount of
heat which is lost by conduction through the wires and which must be radiated from
the vehicle. The general expressions for these criteria are developed in Appendix XII
and are given below.
The weight in pounds of the thermopile WIres is

(75)

Wgt

where
~

= average

specific weight of the wires, gms/cm3
average electrical resistivity of the wires, ohm cm

=
P = power in load in watts
Q = thermo electric power per thernocouple, volts per °c
p

t::. T

temperature difference between hot and cold junctions in
d = distance between junctions, cms.
=

°c

The heat lost by conduction through the wires In watts:
H = l6ph P

if

(7R)

t::.T

where
h = average thermal conductivity of the wires in calories/cmVsec/oC.

From Eqs. (75) and (78) above,it is readily seen that best materials for the
thermopile should have these properties: low specific weight, low electrical resistivity, low thermal conductivity, and high thermo-electric power. A number of thermopile combinations were investigated,including: iron-constantin, carbon-silicon,
molybdenum-silicon, germanium-silicon, germanium-platinum, and germanium type N germanium type P. None of these systems gave small enough weights and required
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radiating areas to be satisfactory for use in the satellite vehicle. However, iu
view of the simplicity of such a power plant, a research program to diacoTer a combination of materials which would make a satisfactory thermopile power plant is
advisable.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

It is possible to build an auxiliary power plant which will produce 300 watts
for two weeks with an overall weight of less than 400 pounds.
The power plant which is recommended for use is the strontium 89, mercury Tapor
system. This system would weigh approximately 157 pounds. The next best method
would be a hydrogen-peroxide gas turbine system with an intermittent duty cycle. This
power plant with a gross weight of 400 pounds would supply power long enough to
maintain earth-to-satellite contact for 137 hours.
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APPENDIX

I.

I

THROATLESS vs CONVENTIONAL MOTORS

A preliminary approximate comparison has been made between the conventional
liquid rocket combustion chamber and the'throatless' chamber (a chamber of the same
diameter as the throat of the nozzle being used), based on the overall efficiency of
the two types.
The possible advantage of the latter, if it were as efficient as the conTentional
design, would be the saTing in cambustion chamber size and weight. ~ the other hand,
there is the possible disadvantage of a more difficult cooling problem due to the
higher average velocity of gases in the chamber and the resulting higher coefficient
of heat transfer.
It is found that a comparison of the two motors using a given amount of fuel, the
same injection pressure, and the same exhaust pressure favors the conventional design
by a small percentage of thrust produced. The percentage decreases as the exhaust
pressure decreases.
1.

LISf OF SntBOLS
p

= Density

u

;::;

A

= Area

r

;::;

p

= Pressure

Velocity

Temperature

e = Heat

of vaporization of propellants

Cp = Specific heat at constant pressure

R

= Gas constant

'Y

= CpICt/ = Ratio of specific heat at constant pressure and constant

for particular gas under consideration

volume
a

= Velocity of sound
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M
p(

)

,
1

F

= "/a Mach nwnber
= Stagnation pressure
= Specific impulse
= Thrust

• =
p.

= Pressure of gases inside

PI/

= Atmospheric

Pc
h

2.

Mus rate of flow of propellant
the nozzle at the exit section

pressure at al ti tude for which motor was designed to
have perfect expansion

= COmbustion chamber pressure
= Heat liberated by the reaction

(heat added)

Tl:lB)ATLESS ROC1C!T MOTOR

It ia assumed that the problem of combustion in a throat less rocket motor can be
approximated as combustion in a duct of constant cross section closed at one end.

L----

I
I

I

I:

Fuel in .......

I

Il

I
I

I

1-----

I

1

2

DIAGRAM OF THROATL.ESS

MOTOR

FIG.IO

Further assumptions:
1.

At section (1) the fuel is evenly distributed over area A1 •

2.

At section (2) combustion is complete.

3•

-Y-C1/

-

C

p

•

18

constant.
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Continuity equation
(10)

..

MomentUlll equat.ion
(11)

Energy equatian

(12)

Equation of st.ate
pIp = .8T

(13)

Now:

+In'
C

CpT

=

=

Then the energy equation becomes

- (--L..
!!. + ~ a)
'Y - 1
PI

II

1

=

H.

Now defining:

=

H
CT +~fla
p I

heat added
total energy in inflow

=

CA'

1

The energy equation becomes

"

&at:
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Di viding energy equation by

I'
PI
I' - 1 PI

From continuity equation because

Al

=

1
1'-1

47

a. a
I

= Aa

And rewri ting the momentum equation

Subs ti tution of these values for

PI

Pa
and in the energy equation yields:
PI
PI
I' - 1 jf
+ __

2

(Va)1I

2

-

1

_Y-1jf3

1.11

2

1

or:

1.1

solving the quadratic for

v• '
1

v

v

a
1

(2

+ (')' (1
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Consistent with the initial pressure and exit pressure conditions and that a Mach
Number M
1 exist at the end of the combustion chamber, there is, for a giyen yalue
of Ch.on'y one Mach Number Ml that can exist and that is the one corresponding to the
value of the radical in the above equation being zero.

=

11

Therefore, substituting this value of

=

l+'YMI
1

_I
11
1

the momentum equation gives:

•

US)

I + 'Y

Now as incoming fuel will have a negligible velocity at station (1) the ratio of
'throat' pressure to fuel inlet pressure becomes:
I

(6)

1 + 'Y

3.

COMPARISON OF "nmOATlESS' AND CONVENTIONAL ROCKET COMBUSTION CHA.MBER

It is of interest to find the loss of specific impulse caused by using a throatless rocket combustion chamber as compared with one of conventional design.

Assume

~

1. fuel flow rate is the same in both cases.
2. fuel feed pressure is the same in both cases.
3. Area ratio of the nozzles is the same in both cases.

Static pressure ratio which was derived ahove
PI
P1

=

1S:

1 +'YMI
1
I + 'Y

but:
PI t
Pit
PI!
x- xPI
PI t
Pit

=

I +'YMII
I
1 + 'Y
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therefore:

=

now:

therefore:

=

but as M.

(_1 +

'1-1

-y-M:/'

-"')"'-1

1+'1

=1 and as before Ml

(7)

is negligible:

(18)

For the fuel used in the satellite, namely, hydruine and liquid oxygen, '1
is approximately 1.24.
Thus:

=

1 (112)1018 = 0.805 .
2.24 •
"

Now, from the well-known theory of the de Laval nozzle, the ratio of average specific
impulses for stage I can be ~iven by the following:
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Ft
•

1 tllroatle ..
1 I:O" .. "t iOlld

=-;-: =
•

Ft
Fe

=

= 0.762
0.748 = 0 982
.

And the ratio of specific impulses for stages

(19)

II

and

III by:

=

=

33,700 + 1937
= 0.988
34,120 + 1937

(20)

Thus, the throat less rocket motor would require 1.8 per cent more propellant in
the first stage and 1.2 per cent more propellant in the second and third stages.
Inasmuch as this increase in propellant weight is greater than the savin,s in motor
weight, a conventional design is used.
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APPENDIX II
NOZZLE WEIGHT SAVINGS BY THE USE OF MULTIPLE ROCKET MOTORS(lO)
"

The weight in pounds of the nozzle of one rocket motor can be expressed as
It'

:::

,," C·.,.l·

(21)

t

where

"
C

lb/in~

= specific weight of metal,
:::

average circumference of metal sbell, in.

= 7Td(J.

(22)

where
d(J.

:::

average diameter of nozzle

...l

:::

length of noz:de, in.

t

:::

thickness of the shell necessary to withstand high internal pressure (e.g., the outer shell of a regeneratively cooled motor) (t)
:::

pd.
20"

(23)

where
p

::: pressure differential across the shell, psi

0" ::: allowable tensile stress of the metal, psi
d.

::: exi t di.eter of nozzle "

Therefore Eq. (21) becomes
It' ::: " •

7T

pd.
d(J. • ."e. 2 0"

•

(:t)Not. that for tbe caae of bigb e:rternal pr •• allre (e.g., tbe inner .bell of • re,ener.tiyely cooled .otor) tbe e:rp.,eaaion for thicka.aa i . Dot • • impl. function due to
Ducklin,. Howeyer, .iDce DuckliD! incr •• aea with aiae, it heco.ea • cood firat .pproxi •• tion to ••• um. the tbickne •• e. of both the inDer and outer .hell • • re • lauctio.
of the di ••• ter.
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But since for a given nozzle contour such as those drawn in Figure 2 of Part A of this
report the average diameter, d. k df' the length, 1 ::: k de. and the exit diameter
d=kd
•

I

=

1

r

If

=

II

')'"lTpk Ie k

1 II I

The thrust of the IllCltor is given as
"lTdl

C,peA« = Grpc 4""

F=

.

(25)

The thrust of each of 'm' smaller IIICItors having the same total thrust, thrust
coefficient and chamber pressure is
F =

(26)

where

, .=

d

.

throat diameter of the smaller motors.

Combining Eqs. (25) and (26)

.

d

d

=.;-;:-t .

(27)

The weight in pounds of the nozzles of 'm' smaller motors is from Eqs. (26) and (27),
if the amaller nozzles are made from the same material and are geometrically similar.
k Ie ( _d_
W _ JI"lTpk 1111
t )'
• 20'
Vii""

•

(28)

The ratio of the weight of the nozzles of 'm' smaller motors to that of one large
motor from Eqs. (24) and (28) becomes
W.
If'

I

(29J

= r;:=

"

The approximate saving in noztle weight by the use of five motors 1n stage I of
the 86,400 pound (NgH. + DII ) satellite rocket is thus
100 (1 -

~) =

55.4%

•
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APPENDIX III
UNIT MOTOR SIZE FOR OPTIMUM COMBUSTION CHAMBER SHAPE

For a combustion chamber to enclose a given volume at a given pressure an~ to
have minimum thickness and surface area, and therefore a minimum weight and surface
area to cool, it should be fabricated in the shape approximating a sphere. Therefore

ndC :I

V :-c
6

(30)

Also

=

Vc

If a value of dc/d t
shape becomes

L *At

(31)

2.5 is chosen,the throat area for an optimum combustion chamber

:

At

=

.00725

(L *) 2

(32)

•

Using the estimated L* for the hydrazine-liQuid oxygen combination of 70 in:
At

=

35.5

sq

in

and in stage I with the following conditions
Pc

=

400 psia.

CFth

=

1.39

7Jy

=

99.5%

'IF

= 90.5%

F

=

124,400 Ibs.

At

=

F
C
x '1y x 'IF x Pc
Ffh

At

=

124 1 400
= 249
1.39 x 0.995 x 0.905 x 400

Since
(1)

SQ

in.
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Therefore the number of motors that will give optimum combustion chamber shape is
249

35.5

= 7 motors.

Because of the arrangement and construction difficulties of 7 motors, 5 motors
are used in this design as a compranise number.
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APPENDIX IV
STEERING CONTROL WHILE ON ASCENDING TRAJECTORY

An investigation has been made to determine whether jet vanes or movable control
rocket motors are more efficient on a basis of fuel used per pound of control force
produced.

The study reveals that the control rocket method is more efficient than vanes by
at least an amount equal to the parasite drag of the jet vanes as long as the deflection of the control rockets does not exceed twice the deflection of the jet vanes when
producing the same control force.
This develop~nt points the way to the control of missiles with present day
engineering knoYtledge, for it permits control with movable rockets for as long a period
as fuel is available. Vanes, on the other hand, present a problem in materials and
cooling that has not yet been solved.
The analysis which follows is intended to determine whether or not a mlnlmum
required fuel weight results from controlling a missile by movable rockets or by jet
vanes. Further, if a saving results by the control rocket system it is desired to
find the optimum division of thrust between the main rocket motor and the control
rocket motors.

1.

SYMBOLS USED IN ANALYSIS
Jet Vane System

e

= Thrust of rocket motor if jet vanes were absent

D

=

Dv

= Angle

o

a

Parasite drag of one jet vane
of attack drag of one jet vane

= Angle between trajectory and longitudinal axis of satellite rocket

/51

=

L~

= Lifting force of each jet vane

5 11

= Area of one

Angle between longi tudinal axis of jet vane and longi tudinal axis
of satellite rocket

jet vane

= Cross section area of rocket motor nonle at section where jet
vanes are located

M = Mach number
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Rocket CcIltrol

SySteal

, = Thrust of main rocket motor
T = Thrust of each of the control rocket motors
L

= Force normal
~
a

4

~a

to longitudinal axis of satellite rocket due to angle
of each control rocket motor (lift force)

= Angle between trajectory and

longitudinal axis of satellite rocket

= An~le

between longitudinal axis of control rocket motor and longitudinal axis of satellite rocket

Weipt. Effects
T

= Thrust of rocket motor

da/dt -

Mass rate of flow of propellants

" = Instantaneous mass

of rocket vehicle

c = Exhaust velocity of rocket motor

dv/dt

= Acceleration of rocket vehicle

"

= Initial mass of rocket vehicle

ai

= Final mass of rocket vehicle
= Initial velocity of rocket vehicle
= Final velocity of rocket vehicle

0

v

0

Vi

F = Fuel mass
S

p

R

= Structural mass
= Pay load mass
= Per cent of fuel

(F) saved due to use of control rockets

-Q = Per cent of structure and payload (S + P) which may be added due to

saving

R
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2•

JET VANE SYSTEM (4, <nn:ROL VANES)

,,---Axis of Satellite Rocket -----..
_ ~ Trajectory

Rocket Motor-----I

Jet Vanes - - - - -

JET VANE CONTROL
FIG. II

When steering correction is being made:
(1)

Thrust of rocket motor along axis of vehicle
(33)

(2)

Lift of jet vanes (cORsidering effect of one pair only)

2.2 f31 SV
.; MI - 1 S.

(34)

J

.'

- (3)

Thrust of rocket motor along trajectory

(35)
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3.

ROCKET CON'IllOL SYSTEM (.. CON'IllOL ROCKETS)

, - - - Axis of Satellite Rocket ---~~
\
-10,;:-...-,,_

Trajectory

__ \-.-

Main Rocket Motor

Control Rocket Motors _ _ _-'-,e:::;...-'"

I

f

T

ROCKET

MOTOR

F

CONTROL·

FIG.12

When steering correction is being made:
(1) Thrust of all rockets along axis of vehicle

(36)

:.: F + 2 T + 2 T cos f3 2 •
(2) Lift

2 L :.: 2 T sin f3 II •
(3) Thrust of all rockets along trajectory
:.:

(F + 2 T + 2 T cos

f3.) cos
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COtdPARISON

As fuel consumption is proportional to thrust along the trajectory and this
thrust must be the same for either system, to find relative fuel consumption it is
only necessary to equate thrusts along trajectory.
Initial condition (no control acting, zero missile angle of attack)

=

8

(F + 4 1) + 4 D •
o

(39)

Thus, i~itially the thrust required of the missile using jet vanes is larger than that
of the missile using control rockets by the amount of the parasite drag of the jet
vanes.
Dynamic condition (control force acting, finite missile angle of attack)

= (F+2 1+2 T cos /32) cos a+2 T sin /32 sin a.

(40)

Assume the angle of attack is the same in both cases and the control forces to be
equal.
Then

Before proceeding with the comparison of the two control systems it will be
necessary to find the optimum distribution of thrust between F and T as this will
affect the loss of thrust due to the angle f3 at which the control rocket motors operate. The criterion is that distribution w~ich, when giving a given control force,
produces the maximum thrust along the trajectory.

5.

BEST SIZE OF CONTROL ROCKET MOTORS
The thrust along

~e

trajectory is given by:

(F + 2 T + 2 T cos

/32 ) cos

a + 2 T sin

/3I sin

a

=

X

(42)

but from the conditions of the problem:
F + 4 T = cCllstant

2 T sin

/32

=

::: K

constant = J.
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Therefore:
(K - 2 1 + 2 T cos

/3II ) cos a. + J sin a. =

f!< + 2

1)

1 (cos

f3. -

X

Jcos a. + J sin a. = X

and:

dX = cos

lit

/3 -

•

1 = 0

(43)

That is, from second condition above, as /3 = 0, 1 must be infinite. This indicates
control rockets should be as large as poss~ble. From the first condition above this
is seen to be T = 1/4 K. That is, the four control rockets are each 1/4 of the total
thrust. However, there are other reasons for not choosing this condition of size of
control motors which are discussed in ~f. 5.

6•

DEFLECTI~

OF caaROL ROCKETS

Because for practical reasons the control motors cannot be made the optimum size,
the comparison will be made with an arbitrary distribution of thrust between F and 1,

e-

4 lJo - 2 D•

= F + 2 1 + 2 1 cos f3 •
II

Now as:

e-4D

4)

= F+41

F + 4 1 - 2 D.

=

F+21+2 1 cos {3a

2 1 - 2 DII

=

2 1 cos f3.

DI/

= 1 (1

-

cos {3a )

but:
2

f3 1 •

D" = .; Ma -

Sf!

e

rSj
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and
f3

1 - cos f3

II

=

II

(for small f3 )

_11_

2

II

therefore:
li

2 f3 1 $"

-I Mil

Tf311

f)
:.

1'S.
J

now as the lift of one jet vane

2 f31 S"
,; M" -

I

-2-

IS

f)

r Sj

and the lifts of both sy'Jtems are equal
2 f3 1 S1/

f)

-I Mil - l'S.

:. T sin f3

II

:. T

f3 I

(for small f3 )
:.I

J

then:
f3

II

= T_2_
2
(44)

Therefore, the control rocket is more efficient than the jet vane system by an amount
at least D per vane as long as f3 ~ 2 f3, Thus, it is seen that the control rocket
is more ef1icient in all cases unJer cons\deration as T can be adjusted to make above
condi ti on true.
The above determines the maximum f3, The minimum is defined as that at which the
servomechanism is not sensitive enough fo precisely control the control motors, hence,
T cannot be larger than the value determined by this minimum f3I ,

7.

WEIGHT EFFECTS

It is of interest to determine how much the structural weight or payload of the
missile can be increased at the expense of saving on fuel load due to lack of drag
term (Do and part of D~) when control rockets are used for steering.
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Simplified method:

(assume vacuum trajectory and no gravity)

UsiDg jet vanes:

(4S)

rd.
"

=
•o

"o

v 1

11

0

It

=

A'CI = - c log e -1..
•

=

F+S+P

o

but:
·0

•1 =

S

+P

and if:

then:
S+P

= (1 -

X) • o

and

A'll

= - c loge

(I - X)

now if rockets are used instebd of vanes, and rockets save R per cent of F. then Q per
cent of (S + P) may be added.

A" =

~

-

cl

.

(1-X)(1+Q)

oge X(I -R) + (1 - X)(1 + Q)

(46)

For the rocket vehicles to have the same performance. equate 6,,'. before and after
saving was made:
c loge(1 - X)(I + Q)

- c loge(l -

X)

= [0 - R)

- (1 + Q)]X + (I + Q)

o - X)(1

+ Q)

1 - X = (0 - R) - 0 + Q)JX + (1 + Q)
<Q - R)X + (l + Q)

Q

60

=

(1 +

Q)

= R.

UNCJ.u\SSIFIEI)
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For a given saving of R% of fuel (F) the structural weight (S + P) can incrp.ase
Q%of (S + P). When Rand Q are numerically equal the same ~v (performance) will
result as before the saving in fuel was made.
This per cent Q of (S + P) will be smaller for a given saving of R% of (F) were
the performance measured by the true trajectory equations, but in no case will it go
to zero.
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APPENDIX V
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR REGENERATIVE MOTOR COOLING

The motor design was assumed as shown in the drawing below:

.l·----~c
.
S 1M PL.I FI EO

SKETCH OF ROCKET MOTORS
FIG.13

Thus, the expression for the surface area to be cooled is:

(48)
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The expression for the overall rise 1n coolant temperature is:

=

qA

(49)

WIC,

where:
q

= density of heat flow (8 TU/in·sec)

A

= surface area (in')

Vi I = wt. rate of coolant flow (lbs/sec)
C,

= specific heat at constant pressure (8TWlbsoF).

Using these relations and the assumed Talue of density of heat flow as
the overall mean rise in coolant temperature can be found.
a)

~

8TWin-sec.

For control rocket motors of stage III:
Chamber pressure

= 150 psi

Thrust

=

30 Ibs

Specific fuel consumption

= 0.00384 (sec-I)

The boiling point of hydrazine at the fuel pressure of 225 psi is 421°F. Thus •
. straight regenerative cooling is not possible in this case.
b) For main rocket motor of stage III:
Chamber pressure
Thrust

= 150 ~~i
= 7820 Ibs

With the increase in rocket motor size the possibility of regenerative cooling
increases.
c) For control rocket motors of stage II:
Chamber pressure
Thrust

=
=

300 psi
1200 lbs

The boiling point of hydrazine at the fuel feed pressure of 338 PS1 1S 462°F.
With the increase of rocket motor pressure the ratio of surface area to rate of fuel
flow decreases and again the possibility of regenerative cooling improves.
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APPENDIX VI
GAS FEED vs PUMP FEED

A method has been set up for rapidly determining the best combination of gas
pressurization and pump feeding for a liquid rocket power plant from a weight consideration. A sample calculation is given for stage I of the hydrazine-liquid oxygen,
three-stage satellite rocket. This method indicated by the sample calculation and
illustrated in Fig. 14 through 20 can be used for any propellant combination, size of
vehicle, combustion chamber pressure, and maximum load factor. The dynamic pressure'
head due to this load factor has been neglected for both the gas fe~d and pump feed
systems because when the two systems are compared at the same load factor the additional tank weight will cancel out. Furthermore, this additional tank weight is small
because with an 'n' of 5 the tank pressure would be in order of only 10 psi above the
static value.
All the tanks were considered spherical in order to simplify the comparison,
therefore, it the gas feed system results in the lower weight, then a more careful
calculation should be made of the tank weight using the actual propellant tank shapes.
The derivation of the relations which are plotted in Fig. 14 through 20 is given in
Ref. 2.
If the effect of combustion chamber pressure on specific impulse is included in
the calculation the optimum combination of propellant tank pressure and combustion
chamber pressure for any stage of the satellite may be determined.

SAMPLE CALCULATION
Given Data:

Stage I of 8 three~stage satellite rocket using a liquid oxygen-hydrazine
pump-fed-rocket power plant.
Propellant tank pressures (pp> are maintained at 15 psia.
Combustion chamber pressure

(pc)

is 400 psia.

Average static head times average load factor
propellant.

=nh = 316

inches of average

PreSlJure drop through the cooling coils and injector (6 PL) is 72 psi. (This
pressure drop was used for both the fuel and oxidizer. Actually only the
fuel passes through the cooling coils, but inasmuch as the 72 psi is only
an estimate and it was used for both the pump feed and gas feed calcul a~
tions. this assumption is justified.)
Hydrogen peroxide tank pressure is 400 psis.
Helium tank pressure is 3000 psia.
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Total propellant weight is 57,574 lbs.
Propellant flow rate is 512 lbs/sec.
Fuel tank volume is 945,000 eu in.
Oxidizer tank volume is 560,000 eu in.
Find:
Weight of the propellant delivery system plus the weight of the propellant
tanks.

Calcu1 a tions:
The pressure lnereBse desired from the pump
'Y + 'YF
o 2
(nh) - Pp

(50)

= 400 + 72 - .0412 + .0365 (316) - 15
2

= 400 + 72 -

12.2 - 15

= 445

psi.
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I~l

Entering Fig. 14 with this pressure rise and the total weight of propellL~ts
to be pumped, the weight of H 0 necessary to drive the pumps is found to be
430 pounds (8500 cu in.). Fr~aFig. 15 the weight of the H 0 tank required
to contain this amount of HII0 II at 400 psia is found to be l~ ~ds.
Knowing the volumes of the fuel and oxidizer and the propellant tank
pressure (pp-) , Fig. 16a gives the weights of the fuel and the oxidizer tanks
as 305 pounas and 215 pounds. respectively.
Fig. l6b, an expanded scale of Fig. 3. in this case permits a check of
the weight of the H 0 tank. However, for stage III of the satellite rocket,
the main propellantllt!nks fallon this graph.
Having the volumes of the fuel, oxidizer, and H 0 tanks and their respective tank pressures, Fig. 17 gives the weight of\~e helium required to
pressurize these tanks. These figures are:
For the fuel tank •
For the oxidizer tank
For the peroxide tank

6 pounds of helium
4 pounds of helium
2 pounds of helium •
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Entering Fig, 18 with the total weight of helium required, the weight of
the helium tanks to store this gas at 3000 psia is found to be 124 pounds.
The weiFht of the auxiliary units used in the pump-feed rocket such as
pumps, turbine, valves and plumbing is obtained from Fig. 19, knowing the
pressure rise across the pumps and the propellant flow rate. In this example the weight is 730 pounds.
The total weight of the propellant delivery system plus propellant tank
weights is thus the sum of the above weights or 1831 pounds.
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Now repeating the above calculation for several different initial tank pressures,
to and including a fully pressurized system in which no turbines or pumps are needed,
results in a curve such as in Fig. 20. From this curve of the satellite rocket power
plant weights vs. propellant tank pressures, the tank pressure for the minimum rocket
gross weight may be chosen.

"

The only tank sizes which vary with the propellant tank pressure are the helium
and hydrogen peroxide tanks. The diameters of these tanks are given as a function of
their contents in Figs. 21 and 22. In this case the diameter of the HaO. tank is
25.3 inches and the helium tank diameter is 26 inches. Consideration of these
diameters plus the relative size of the auxiliary units determines the comparative
bulk of the pump-feed and gas-feed systems.
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APPENDIX VII
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR TURBINES AND PUMPS

STAGE I - PUMPING SYSTEM
Hydrazine Pump
The mass rate of flow of hydrazine to the constant mass flow motors in stage I is
equal to the total weight of hydrazine divided by the burning time.

m

= 34,600
= 308
112

The necessary capacity of the pump,

Ib/sec

Q, is therefore

308 x 60
Q = .0365 x 231 = 2190 gal/min.
The pressure increment desired from the pump = combustio~ chamber pressure + pressure
drop in the injector and cooling coils - pressure at the pump inlet due to the acceleration force - pressure in the propellant tank. The pump discharge velocity is
assumed to be equal to the pump inlet velocity.

=
=

400 + 72 - 12 - 15
445 psi

=

1029 feet of water.

The power output of the pump in horsepower is
p

= mt:,p

(51)

6600 y

where
m = weight rate of propellant flow, lb/sec
6p

y

= pressure rise across pump, psi
= specific weight of propellant,

lb/in:l •
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The power output of the stage I hydrazine pump must therefore be
(308)(445)

p

= (6600)(.0365)
= 568 horsepower.

For large centrifugal pumps a head of 500 feet of water is about the largest
which is practical at present: therefore, it is necessary to use a double-stage, single
suction centrifugal pump. For a capacity of 2190 gal/min the maximum efficiency is at
a sped fic speed of 2000 (see page 1897 of Ref. 8).
NQ1/1

Sped fic speed = N.

Llp

(per stage)

.

N

= (Llp)S/4 = 2000

1029
= 514.5
= -2-

=

(52)

ft

2000 (514.5)1/4
(2190) I I I

= 4590 rpn.

To est~ate the outside diameter, D, of the impeller casing, the following equation of
similarity was used:

= constant

(53)

where

N

= actual

speed of pump.

To determine this constant, the following specifications of a Worthington, single-stage
centrifugal pump type ~ - R - 2 were used.
Llp

Q
N
p

= 425 feet
= 350 gal/min
= 3500 rpn
= 60 horsepower

Outside diameter of impeller casing = 14.75.
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The estimated diameter of the stage I hydrazine pump is thus found:
350

2190

(14.75)3 3500

(D)8 4590

D

= 24.8

in.

Liquid Ox:ygen PIap
The mass rate of liquid oxygen flow

.; = 23100
112

= 204!h/ sec •

The capaci ty is

The pressure increment desired from the pump is the same as for the hydrazine pump
except the liquid oxygen does not have the assumed 30 psi pressure drop through the
cooling coils. Therefore
6p

= 415 psi = 959 feet

of water.

Therefore, this pump also will have to have two stages.
stage I liquid oxygen pump is
p =

(204)(415)
(6600)(.0412)

The power

outp~t

of the

= 311 horsepower.

Inasmuch as it is desirable to operate this pump at the same actual speed of the
hydrazine pump to eliminate use of reduction gears, the resulting specific speed of
this pump is

N,

=

(4590)(1287) 1/1

=

1615.

This specific speed and the 1287 gal/min capacity will give a satisfactory efficiency.
1Urbine And 1Urbine Fuel
In order to determine the power output of the turbine it is necessary to find the
overall efficiencies of the two pumps. This is done as suggested in Ref. 8 by multiplying the efficiencies of the individual stages and deducting 8 per cent. Estimated
overall efficiency of hydrazine pump

=

(0.85 x 0.85) - (0.08) ~ 0.65 = 65%.
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Estimated oYeral1 efficiency of oxygen pump

= (0.83 x 0.83) - (0.08) ~ 0.61 = 6t1.
The power output required fran the turbine in atage I is therefore:

_ 568

311

P - 0.65 + 0.61

= 1384 horsepower.

The total heat input in BTU to the turbine in stage I assuming a turbine efficiency of 25 per cent is

=

P (turbine) x " x 550
0.2S x 778

(54)

= 1384

x 112 x SSO
0.25 x 778

=

439,000 BTU.

The weight of 9~ hydrogen peroxide required if the combustion efficiency is ... sumed
to be 90 per cent and if the heat content of the fuel is 1137 BTU/lb (see Ref. 7) is
therefore:
439,000
= 0.90
x 1137

= 429

pounds.

Estimated Size Of 1brbine And Pumps
It is assumed that the maximum height of this unit is equal to the dillllleter of
the impeller casing of the largest pump plus the required apace for the inter-stage
piping. Thus, the turbine casing is equal to or l!Im8Uer than this hei!Jht. The overall length of the pumping unit including space for two two-stage pumps, one turbine,
and four bearings is estimated for each stage. In stage I the space requirement is

;\T
I

30"

~--------------_\~\~
....- - - - 45

N

----Joot
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STAGE II - PUMPING SYSTEM
The same calculations and assumptions are made in stage II as in stage I, except
a specific speed of 1600 is used for the hydrazine pump.

STAGE III • PUMPING SYSTEM
Inasmuch as the control motors in stage III have an independent gas-feed system,
only the propellant flow to the main motor was used in this calculation. A specific
speed of 800 was used here for the hydrazine pump and a single-stage pump can supply
the 459 and 389 foot heads of hydrazine and oxygen, respectively. A specific speed 88
low as 800 was used here because otherwise the actual speed becomes excessive. This
decreases the efficiency of the hydrazine pump to about 57 per cent but this is better
than using a specific speed of 1600 and a double-stage pump which would have an efficiency of only about 40 per cent.
The pumps in stage III will be considerably smaller than the Worthington pump
described in stage I above; therefore, a different pump is used as a reference in
estimating the size. This reference pump is:
Worthington single-stage centri fugal pump Type 2 - R - 1
t:::.p

Q

= 240 feet
= 100 gal/min

N = 3500 rpn
p

= 15 horsepower

Outside diameter of impeller casing

= 12

inches.
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SOLAR ENERGY ABSORBER TO SUPPLY AUXILIARY POWER

The maximum effective absorber area of the stage III rocket of the three-stage
86,400-pound satellite would be the projected area of one side (see Fig. 23).
Area

........-

= 1/2 x

52 x 176 + 1/2 (32 + 52) 58

= 8690 sq in. = 60.3 sq ft

5 8 " - - - + - - - - - - - - - - 176"----------41..-1

PROJECTED AREA OF STAGE

m

OF THE SATELLITE ROCKET

FIG. U

Total radiant energy coming from the sun striking a surface perpendicular to the sun's
rays outside of the atmosphere'" 7 .15 BTU/sq ft/min'. A thin flat-tank absorber
has been built in the United States giving an efficiency of 50.1%', Therefore, the
maximum heat that would be absorbed by a satellite boiler IS:
7.15 x 60.3 x 0.50 = 215

BTU/min.
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As the satellite orbit is in the plane of the earth's equator, the ayerage projected area of the satellite as seen by the sun when the satellite is on the sunward
side of the earth is approximately 1/2 of the total projected area of the satellite.
If it is assumed that a solar absorber covering the total projected area of the
satellite is used, the absorber will be effectiyely perpendicular to the sun's rays
for 1/4 of the orbital revolution. Therefore. if the satellite completes the orbital
circle in 103.2 minutes, the B TV added to the working fluid per reyolution is:

1/4
If

~e

= 5560 BTU.

x 215 x 103.2

turbine efficiency is 25%. the work output of the turbine is:

5560 x 0.30 x 118

=12.98 x 10a

ft lb.

If the electrical generator has an efficiency of 85%, the work output of the generator
is:

12.98 x 10· x 0.85

= 11.02 x 10· ft lb.

If a battery is used for storing this energy, the power available for continuous
telemetering and attitude control during each orbit is:

11.02 x 10· __
103.2
10.68

x

10' ft Ib/min

= 242 watt••
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APPENDIX IX
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, STEAM TURBINE SYSTEM FOR AUXILIARY POWER

Two calculations will be made: (1) to determine the overall power plant weight
for a hydrogen peroxide system which will supply 300 watts continuously for two weeks;
(2) if an energy saving telemetering duty cycle is devised in order to keep the power
plant weight at 400 pounds, to determine the total contact time between the earth and
the satellite.

CALCULATICIf 1.
Weight of Fuel
The heat required from the fuel if the generator efficiency is 85% and the
turbine efficiency is 30%.
Heat required =

300
.85

x

.30

= 1175 watts

= 66.8 BTU/min.

°

The suggested fuel is a 90% solution by weight of H
in H 0. If the fuel tempera~
ture is 32°F and the chamber pressure is 300 psi~ ~he l;tent chemical energy is
1137 BTU/lb and the resulting vapor temperature is 1326°F1. If a combustion
efficiency of 95% is assumed the weight rate of fuel will be

Total fuel consumption for a two-week duration is
.0619 x 60 x 24 x 14

=

1248 pounds.

Weight of Fuel Tank
The specific gravity of a 90% solution of RaOa is 1.393, therefore:
1

1.393
,.

=

x

62.4

14.33 cu It

= 24,770 cu in.
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If the fuel tank is built in the shape of a sphere

V

='TTd6• ,the diameter would

be:

(55)

d

=

36.2 inches.

Effective maximum pressure inside the fuel tank equals the ccmbustion chamber pressure
plus drop in the fuel lines and injector plus the pressure force due to the acceleration of the rocket during its ascending trajectory. This maximum pressure, p, is
about' 335 psi for a ccmbustion chamber pressure of 300 psi. 'The material used for the
tank is '18-8' stainless steel, 1/2 hard with sit allowable tensile stress, 0', equal to
89.500 psi. Therefore, the thickness of the tank, t, is
335 x 36.2
4 x 89,500
t

(56)

= .0339 inches.

If the density of the steel, p, is .284 pounds per cu in., and if 15% is added
weight of the shell for fittings, welds, etc., the weight of the tank becomes

'TTri' x

t x p x

1.15

= 'TT(36.2)'(.0339)(.284)(1.15)

to

the

= 45.6 pounds.

Weight of Catalyst and Catalyst Tank
Inasmuch as the catalyst is not chemically consumed during the reaction and as
the range of per cent catalyst for a maximum heat release is quite wide. this weight
is not calculated. Based on a previous similar system the weight of potassium permanganate and container is estimated at 45 pounds. This weight can perhaps be reduced if
a solid catalyst such as manganese dioxide impregnated in the combustion chamber walls
is used.

Weight of Helium
The weight of the helium stored at 3000 psi required for the fuel tank at its
normal operating pressure of 325 psi is

'Be

= 6 •45 x

= 6 •45
'BC'

=

lO~o !Jl.e.
(1 + pp 1
15
3000

x 10~o (24770)(325) (1 to 325 )
15
3000

3.75 pounds.
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leisbt of the Helillll Tank

By using the same method that was used for finding the weight of the fuel tank,
the weight of the helium tank is found.
Volume of helium tank

= 6.453.75
x 10-a

15
x 3000 = 2910 eu in.

The diameter of the spherical helium tank is

The weight of the stainless steel helium tank is

"T

= -n cI'

x pd x P x
40'

= -n07. 7) I

1. 15

3000 x 0.284 x LIS
4 x 69,500

X

= 48 pounds.
Weight of the Turbine
The horsepower rating of the turbine would be

lIP = 300 x _1_ = 0.473 horsepower •
•65
746
Inasmuch as it is desired to expand the combustion products from 300 psia to 2 psia or
less, and to do it as efficiently as possible, a IIIllti-stage turbine would be required.
In the larger horsepower ranges, turbines can be built to give one horsepower per one
pound of weight. It is probable, however. that a multi~stage turbine with a two--week
duration as amaH as this one cannot be built for less than 15 pounds. It would have
to be a partial admission (probably one nozzle inlet) type of turbine because of the
low mass flow. This inherently makes a multi-stage turbine have low efficiency
because of 'windmill' type losses. It is probable that a reciprocating engine could
be used to advantage here, however. because of the low power required and long duration of operation it is unlikely that any weight saving could be accomplished. Further,
because of the large number of moving parts of a reciprocating engine as compared with
a turbine, the reliability is correspondingly decreased.
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Weisflt of PI.m.ng, Filtera, Valves, and Combustion Pot

This equipment, as in the case of the turbine, would have to be built with fine
watch-like precision. This feed and combustion system would not weigh more than 5
pounds. Inasmuch as the turbine and combustion system weight is such a small fraction
of the weight, it would be desirable to have two turbines and combustion systems connected to the same peroxide and helium tank. Then if one power unit fails, the other
unit could be set to automatically go into operation.
Weight of DC Electrical Generator
The generator weight estimate was based on the following aircraft generator
specifications:
Generator model M*2 AC II 32285
24 volt - 1.2 kilowatts
maxillllJDl rpm

= 4500

weight

= 18. 5 pounds

It is probable 'that a lighter generator could be designed to produce 300 watts at the
higher speeds attainable with the turbine for a weight of about 12 pounds.
Weight Stmaation of O:mtinuous Peroxide Power System
Weight
in pounds
Hydrogen peroxide solution • • • •
Hydrogen peroxide tank •••••
Weight of catalyst and container •
Helium • • • • • •
Helium tank • • •
Turbine assembly •
Plumbing, filters, valves, and combustion pot
Electrical generator • • • • • • • • • • • • •

...

1248
46
45
4
48

15
5

12

Total weight of two-week, 3004att power plant = 1423 pounds
CALCULATION 2.
If an energy saving telenetering duty cycle is devised in order to keep the power
plant weight at 400 pounds, what will be the duration of contact between the earth and
the satellite?
The following assumptions are made for the duty cycle:
1. Radio receiver and control mechanism will continuously draw 100 watts.
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2.

Data taking instruments. radio beacon. and telemetering devices will
draw 200 watts for 2 minutes while passing over each of 4 ground sta.
tions durin~ each orbital revolution (orbital period = 103.2 minutes).

3. Hydrogen peroxide turbine will operate for 15 minutes of every 6 hours
and charge a light weight aircraft battery.

4.

This battery will discharge for 5-3/4 hours before being recharged.

The duration of contact between the earth and the satellite is computed as
follows:
The total energy required for each six-hour period is

100 x 6 +..l..U x 200 x 6 = 693 watt hours.
103.2
If the battery efficiency is 80% and the turbine generator is to run 1/4 of
an hour every six hours, the generator output must be

o~~~

x 4 = 3.46 kilowatts.

If the turbine efficiency is 30%, combustion efficiency is 95%, and the heat
content of the hydrogen peroxide is 1137 BTLVlb, the weisht rate of fuel i.

5.46 x 42.5 ,
Ib'l. .
0.30 x 0.95 x 1137 = 0.718 v m1D •
Sane of the power plant weights can now be determined.

Weight of the Turbine
A 5-112 horsepower turbine with 0.718 Ib/min mass flow rate could have more than
one nozzle inlet with a minimum diameter wheel and therefore would probably weigh
about the same as the miniature turbine in calculation 1. Appendix IX above, which
is 15 pounds.
Again it is desirable to have two complete turbine generator units in case one
breaks down. In other words, the greater reliability that this entails is well worth
the shortening of the duration of satellite to earth contact. Both turbine generator
units would be operated by the same hydrogen peroxide and helium tanks.
Weight of Plumbing, Filters, Valves, and Combustion Pot
This equipment is still in the minimum weight range and would probably weigh no
more than the set in calculation I above, which is 5 pounds per set.
Weight'of the Generator
"

The weight of this generator is again based on the aircraft generator specification given in calculation 1. The weight of a 3-1/2 kilowatt generator operating at a
speed higher than 4500 rpm is estimated to be 25 pounds.
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Weisht of Catalyst ad Catalyst Tank

The weisht of a 10% solution of potassium permanganate and its container, based
on the expected duration and comustion chamber size is 20 pounds. 1hough, again, a
weight saving may be realized by using a solid catalyst impregnating the walls of the
combustion chamber.
Weight of the Storage Battery

The battery is required to have a capacity of 300/24 x 6 = 75 ampere-hours for a
six-hour duration and a voltage of 24 volts. Two present aircraft batteries have the
following specifications:
hide 6-FHM-13 aircraft battery has a capacity of 88 amp-hr (S hr.) at
12 volts and a maximum weisht of 78 powtds.

AN -'-8-152 aircraft battery has a capacity of 34 amp-hr (5 hr.) at 24 volts
and a maximum weight of 76 powtds.
Based on these two batteries. the satellite battery with a small amount of developoent should not weigh more than 70 pounds.
Weight of the Helium, Helium Tank. and Hydrosen ~roxide Tank
As can be seen in calculation 1. these weights are proportional to the total
weight of fuel. If the same tank materials and storage pressures are used as in calculation 1, these two approximate relations may be written

weight of the hydrogen peroxide tank

= 0.04"'F

and the weight of the helium tank plus the helium
where WF

=

= 0.04"'F

total weight of hydrogen peroxide.

A summation is now made of the power plant weight excluding the weight of the
propellant and propellant weight variables.
Weight
in pounds
Turbine assembly. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Plumbing, filters, valves, and combustion pot • • • •
Electrical generator • • • • • • • • • • • •
Weight of catalyst and catalyst container • • • • ••
Weight of storage battery • • • • • • • • •

15

5
2S
20
70
"

Weight of power plant excluding propellant

weight variables

88
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Therefore, if the total power plant weight is limited to 400 pounds
400

= 135 + It, + 0.04
w, = 245

If,

+ 0.04

W,

pounds.

The total duration of operation of this system is therefore
245 x 360 x _1_ ;: 136.7 hours
.718
15
60

=

5.7 days.

If two sets of combustion chambers, turbines, and generators are carried, the
total duration will be reduced to 113.8 hours.

"
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APPENDIX X
RADIOACTIVE CELL CONTAINING STRONTIUM 89

The weight of radioactive strontium 89 (Beta emitter) required to produce 300
watts of useful electrical energy is determined here.
The general radioactive decay equation is
(57)

where

N

= number

No

= number of atoms disintegrating at beginning of life, to

A

= decay

fa

=

of atoms disintegrating st time t

,In
constant

It

=-.L..

fa

where
half life of the isotope

= S5 days for strontium 89.

The ratio of NINo for strontium 89 is plotted against time in Fig. 24. The
following ti~ assumptions are made to determine the age of the strontium 89 for the
satellite vehicle:
1.

106 days are required to cool and separate the strontium 89 after the
fission of plutonium is completed.

2.

10 days are required to produce strontium cell, transport the cell to
the launching location, install the cell in the auxiliary power plant,
and launch the satellite.

3.

Contact between the earth and the satellite is to be maintained for 14
days, and that 300 watts of useful electrical energy are desired at the
end of the fourteenth day.

Therefore, the time for which a given energy release is desired is 100 + 10+14 =
124 days. If the overall plant efficiency (from the heat energy in the radioactive
91
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cell to the energy produced by the electrical generetor) is assumed to be 20%. this
desired energy release is
300

0.20

= 1500 watts.

Using the conversion factor that one watt equals 6.29 x 10
is

1500 x 6.29 x 10

18

= 9.43 x 10

1t1

12

mev/S!!c, the energy release

mev/sec.

The ratio of N/N for 124 days is obtained from Fig. 24 and is equal to 0.208. Therefore, if each at~ of strontium 89 which disintegrates produces 1.52 mev. the number
of atomic disintegration per second required at the beginning of the isotope's life is

NO

x IOU) __
1_
= ( 9.431.52
.208

= 2.98 x 10 lt1 d'1s1ntegrat1ons
.
.
per sec

= 8.05 x lOti curies.
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The total number of atoms required is equal to the integral of Eq. (57) between

t

= 0 and

t

= <Xl •

IN

IN
Therefore, the total number of strontium 89 atoms which will give the desired power is
III

2.045 x 10

atoms.

The required mass of strontium 89 In grams IS
2

2.045 x 10. x 89

:: 3.02 grams.

6.03 x IOu

The exact concentration in which the strontium 89 may be obtained is unknown.
The first step in the refining process is to separate chemically all the strontium
isotopes from the other fission products. The most important separation, and also the
most difficult one, is the removal of barium with its physiological harmful gamma
rays. After the chemical separation, if it was desired to obtain pure strontium 89,
it would be necessary to separate strontium 89 from the five or six other isotopes of
strontium by using a mass spectrograph. However, it is believed that this difficult
isotope separation will not be necessary because the weight of a sample of mixed
strontium isotopes with 3 grams strontion 89 will be reasonably low (possible 5 to
50 grams). Furthermore, the complete chemical separation is not necessary since even
a larger amount of dilution of the strontium isotope is desirable in order to make it
more readily handled and assembled in connection with the auxiliary power plant.
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APPENDIX XI

MERCURY-VAPOR SYSTEM OF AUXILIARY POWER

The proposed mercury-vapor cycle for the auxiliary power plant of the satellite
rocket is shown in the temperature-entropy plane in Fig. 25.
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MERCURY-VAPOR CYCLE ON TEMPERATURE- ENTROPY PLANE
FIG. 2!5

The temperature and pressure data is taken from Ref. 8. If the mercury is boiled at
40 psia to a saturated vapor condition and then expanded isentropically in a turbine
to a pressure of 5 psia. the quality of the exhaust vapor is

. =

%

$

:I

$"

.

$

1

=

.1308 - .0346
.1200

= .801 Cd •

(60)

(±)For definition of symbols se~ pages 100 and 101.
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The isentropic drop in heat content through the turbine is

(61)

Therefore, 1n this system the isentropic drop in BTU/lb is
6h, = 147.8 - [20.3 + .801 (I24.3U

= 27.9 BTU/lb.

If an electrical generator is to put out 300 watts continuous output and has an
efficiency of 80%. the power input to the generator must be
300

0.80 = 375 watts = 21.3 BTU/min.

The efficiency of a turbine this small, eyen though carefully deyeloped and constructed, will be low. Therefore, the combined adiabatic and mechanical efficiency of
the turbine (not the cycle) is estimated to be 52 per cent. The required flow rate of
mercury is therefore

= 21.3)( _1_
0.52

27.9

=

1.47 Ib/min.

The quantity of heat which must be removed by the condenser per minute is

(62)

= 1.47 (.801 x 124.3) = 146.5 BTU/min.
The length of condenser tubing necessary to condense the above mass flow of
meroury yapor is now calculated. In the heat exchanger the heat source will be the Hg
vapor, and the sink will be the outer surface or skin of the vehicle. It will be
assumed that the condenser is on the side of the vehicle which in its orbit faces
toward the earth(!~that eight lengths of condenser tubing will pass through one square
foot of radiating area, and that the cross-sectional dimensions of the tubing are
3/4" )( 3/16 11 , as shown in Fig. 26.

(t) It i.,ofcourae.po •• ible to orient the eonden.er ao that it reeeiYe. no radiation
fro. either the earth or the aun. Calculation. for the.e conditioaa iadicate a reduction iD condenaer tubiD, length of about four per cent.
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• The basic mechanisms of heat transfer. viz., radiation, convection , and conduct10n, have been considered and the following conclusions reached:

1.

Heat loss from the Hg molecules by radiation can be neglected because of
symmetry properties, i.e., the quantum changes in the energy levels of
rotation and interatomic vibration are small.

2.

Heat transfer for condensing vapors in the absence of non-condensable
gases combines the two mechanisms of convection and conduction and the
heat transfer coefficient is large. However, because of the difficulties
invol ved in estimating the gravitational factor (:I:) this method was not
used.

3.

In general, the forced convection heat transfer coefficient is smaller
than that for a condensing vapor. Since the former is used in the following calculations the resulting size of condenser required is conservative.

In calculating the heat transfer by forced convection, certain simplifications
have been made. The following flow and design characteristics are given: Q, thermal
energy of the Hg vapor; Te t the temperature of the Hg vapor; G, the mass flow; tubing
dimensions 3/4" x 3/16" t and tubing area, A, per square foot of vehicle surface area.
With this data it is possible to calculate the length of tubing, L, needed to discharge Q BTU per hour. Assuming no loss of heat to the interior of the vehicle and
no loss of heat by conduction in the surface skin of the vehicle, the transfer equation becomes

(63)

where the term on the left represents the heat transferred from the Hg vapor to the
wall, the first term on the right represents the heat lost to space by radiation from
the vehicle surface, the second term on the right represents the heat gained due to
radiation from the earth acting as a black radiator, and the third term on the right
represents the heat gained due to the diffuse reflection of the sun's radiation from
the earth. Calculations are made for a position in the orbit of maximum heat input,
hence the calculated length will be the necessary maxLmum. Eq. (63) may be simplified
to

(I~O

r

+ 761

(I~O) h = 7860h + 1180

(64)

(:1:1 While attaiaia, it. orbit the .ehicle .ill be ander a .ari.ble-, force and .hile ia
tbe orbit .ill be ,ra.ity-free.
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where T is the equilibrium temperature of the tubing wall (or vehicle surface) and h
is the heat transfer coefficient. The equation used in calculating the heat transfer
coefficient is
(65)
where

(66)
is Prandtl's number. Knowing T and h from Eqs. (64) and (65) it is then possible to
calculate the condenser tubing length from the equation

Q

=

hPL (Tc - T)

(67)

where P is the tubing perimeter and L is the length.
The results are given in the following table for a condenser with 8 tubes per
square loot:
Units
Q

BTU hr- 1

G

lb hr- 1 ft- Z

Value
8,800
90,500

THC

~

1,032

T

~

939

R~

11.980

pr
h

.'

.856
BTU hr-

1

ft-

L

ft

A

sq ft

2

°r1

9.23
60.5
7.57

The condenser consists of a corrugated 0.03-inch steel plate welded to a rectangular plate as shown in Fig. 26. The approximate weight of the sheet metal in this
condenser is
3.78 x 12 x 0.03 (24 + 24 + 16 x 2 x 3/16) 0.284

=

20.8 pounds.
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With the addition of 19.2 pounds for fittings, turning elbows, welds, and support
bracket, the total weight of the' condenser beccmes 40 pounds. A liberal estimate of
the total weight of mercury required is made by calculating the weight of liquid
mercury which would completely fill the condenser (actually liquid mercury will only
be found in the last part of the condenser, in the lines to the boiler, in the feed
pump, and in first section of the strontium cell boiler). The weight estimate of
mercury is therefore
60.5 x 12 x 3/16 x 3/4 x 0.491 = 50 pounds.

The weight of the turbine and generator was based on the same assumptions given in
Appendix IX, therefore, the weights are the same as in that appendix. The boiler feed
pump and motor drive was based on minimum size and long duration considerations and
was estimated at 5 pounds. Nine pounds of solid carbon dioxide are required to cool
the condenser during the ascending trajectory, so the weight of the carbon dioxide
plus its spring feeding mechanism is estimated to be 15 pounds. If the solution in
the radioactive cell contains 0.1% strontium 89, the weight of the solution for
300 watts would be about 6.8 pounds. If the boiler tubes, cell casing, insulation,
and fittings weigh 13.2 pounds, the total weight of the boiler would be 20 pounds. A
summary of the unit weights of the radioactive boiler-mercury vapor system which will
produce 300 watts for two weeks is given below:
Power Plant lhit

Weight in pounds

.Mercury condenser
.Mercury (working fluid)
Mercury turbine
Electrical generator
Boiler feed pump and motor drive
Carbon dioxide cake and feed mechanism
Radioactive boiler
Total Weight

40
50
15
12

5
15

20
157 pounds

SYMBOLS USED IN ANALYSIS
s
s

= entropy of saturated mercury vapor at 40 psia

I

sII

h

= entropy of saturated liquid mercury at 5 psia

S

S

h:)

hll

..

= entropy of vaporization of mercury at 5 psia

= enthalpy of saturated

liquid mercury at 5 psia, BTU Ib- 1

= enthalpy of saturated mercury vapor at 40 psia, BTU Ib-·

. = enthalpy of vaporization of mercury at 5 psia,

100
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f1

= geometrical factor

= .863

L

= albedo of earth = .43
= radius of sun
= earth-sun distance

Tl

=

Ta

D

= temperature of sun
= hydraulic diameter of condenser

Cp

=

k

= thermal

S

RS

temperature of earth

=

420~

tube

specific heat of mercury
conductivity at temperature

p.

= viscosity at temperature

J.Lf

= viscosity

Talle

at film temperature

=

T

T + TC
2

T
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APPENDIX XII
THERMOPILE SYSTEM FOR AUXILIARY POWER

In 8 the~pile system used for converting heat energy into electrical energy in
the satellite rocket, the two important criteria would be the weight of the pile and
the power loss due to heat flow through the wires. The relations used for determining
these criteria for various material combinations are developed in this appendix.

n :::: number of pairs of thermocouples

=

r

resistance per thermocouple wire. ohms

E :::: yol tage across load. vol ts.
I

=

current through load, amperes

p

=

power in load, watts

e :::: voltage generated per thermocouple. volts

=

d

CIJ

= length of single thermocouple, em
= average electrical resistivity, ohm· em
= cross.sectional area per wire. em·
= average specific weight of wires, gm em-a

Q

= thermoelectric power of each thermocouple,

p
a

.'

total length of thermopile circuit, em

L

yolts °C-

1

6T

=

temperature difference between hot and cold junctions,

A

=

total cross-sectional area of thermopile wires, em

h

= average

thermal conductivity, cal sec- 1 em·

1

°C-

°c

a

1
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APPENDIX XIII
CONSTANT ACCELERATION ROCKET MOTOR

Late in the study 01 the satellite rocket power plant, it became apparent that a
constant acceleration rocket motor might be made for stages II and III of the vehicle
by using a yariable combustion chamber pressure.
This follows from a consideration of the thrust equation of a rocket motor:

r

"+1

F

= X.

(_2
'Y + I

[1 -

P,
Pe

"-1
-,,-

]

Pe

fc

+ (p, - po) I, ,

..here:

F

= thrust

X.

P,

=
=
=

Pe

= rocket motor ch8lllber pressure

Ie

= rocket motor throat area
= atmospheric pressure at altitude of operation

'Y

Po

1/2 + 1/2 cos a (where: a

=nozzle hall angle)

ratio of specific heats = G>/C y
rocket motor exhaust pressure

I, = rocket motor exhaust area •
For operation in a vaCU\lD1 the thrust equation becQllles

I t can be shown that

f.

PI!

7; = a fWlction of p;
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Therefore, for a rocket nozzle of a gi.,,:en area ratio f./ft the -ratio p./pc is a
constant, regardless of the value of Pc, If separation of the gas stream from the
nozzle walls does not occur. This condition will always be satisfied when the nozzle
is operated in a vacuum.
Hence, if Y is considered constant the thrust equation for operation in a vacuum
Can be written as

F

= KIP + K.p.
= (K + K. p./pc)
C

l

Pc

= Kr/'c
where K1
, K., and K• are constants.

ThILl, the thrust is aeen to be a linear function of combustion chad>er pressure.
in an actual rocket motor this linear variation of thrust with chamber pres·
sure will have a lower limit defined by the lowest pressure at which smooth cod>ustion
can be obtained with the given fuels. For the case of hydrazine and oxygen, this
pressure limit has not been determined. The lower pressure limit.in conjunction with
v, the ratio of fuel weight to gross weight, determines the initial cod>ustion chamber
pressure, that is, the pressure when full thrust is required. As thrust is a linear
function of pressure, and fuel flow rat~ is a linear function of pressure, and fuel
flO'lJ rate is a linear function of thrust, the fuel flow rate is alao determined. The
problems expected in the design of a variable thrust motor of this sort are summarized
belO'lJ.

~Yer.

The reduction of pressure in the combustion chamber, with a throat of a given
aize, is accomplished by restricting the amount of fuel entering the chamber. If this
is done by reducing the propellant feed pressure, difficulties from injection atomiza·
t.ion, and fuel mixing, are likely. The result is poor combustion. Alternatively, if
the propellant flow is restricted by mechanically varying the number of injectors
being used at a given time the above difficulties are not likely to manifest themselves.
One major difficulty anticipated with varying thrust in this manner is in the
cooling of a motor capable of large thrust when it is operating at low thrust. This
is due to the low rate of propellant flow at low thrust.
a.

If regenerative cooling is used, the coolant velocity through the coolant coil is low at low thrust with a resulting low rate of heat transfer
between the motor wall and the coolant. Hence, the temperature of the
combustion side of the motor wall will increase. Regenerative cooling
~t low thrust is further complicated by the small amount of propellant
(coolant) flowing. This means that the amount of heat which can be ab·
sorbed by the coolant before it boils is 8111&11.

b.

If sweat cooling is used, the 8IIIOWlt of sweat coolant n_ded will likely

be constant at whatever thrust the motor is operated because the ccmbua·
tion temperature is not greatly affected by pressure.
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Hew Yo .. k 1, Ne. Yo .. k

Unl¥#rAlty or Mlnncaot&
Kinne.polI6, Klnn~.ot.
Attn:
Dr. Ake .... n

Inspecto .. of Na.al Matersal

California

Attn:

&.F. lI .. ndt

IISlwauke .. 2, WS ••
B.. r~a .. or A~ronautlea R.p.
10 Sou~h lIa,.ond St ... et
Paaadena, California
8ur~.u

Marq .. ardt Alrcratt Co.
Venlce,Callfornla
Attn:
Dr. R. E. wa"quo .. dt

of

A~

.. on&utlca

R~p.

(2)

GUIDANCE. CONTROL

lI&dl0 Co"poratlon
51121 W•• t Dlck .. n. Avenue
Chlealo 29, l111nol.
Mr, H&rold r"

Teterboro,
II ...

Mew Jer.~J
ft. C. Sylvan.hr

B.ndlx Aviation Corp.
Pacific Dl.ls10n, SPD Weat
Ho .. th Hollywood, Calif.

"

IItJAEII

AU"

Matt ••

Bendl1 Aviation Co .. p.
Ecllpae-Ploneer Dlvlalon
A ttnl

IIUAElt

16 80uth lIalBond 8t .. e*t
Pasadena, callrornla

BelBon~

Attn:

BOORD

F .. de .. al Bldg.

En,lneerSn, Corp.

A~"oJ.t

A&u •• ,

BU.\Eft

90 Church St ..... t

8u~.au ot '.ronautlca
IIp.ldent lt~p .. eaentatlve
Bendl& Aviation Corp.

Teterboro,

M••

aUAEII

Je~.e1

De •• lop.~nt Cont .. a.t ottle ...
AViation Corp.
11800 She .. m.n Way
Horth Holly.ood, callfo .. nla

BUORD

B~ndl.

Bendl. Aviation Radio DSvlslon
la. t Joppa Road
Baltlao .. e 4. lIa .. yland
Attn:
Mr. J. w. HaM~ond

AAF

Buehler and co.pany
1801 Ho .... d St .. eet
Chlea,o 16, Iliinol,
Attn.
II ... J.ck II. lIoehn

AAF

AAF

to •• andln, Gene .. al
.1r.y '&11" I'orc",.
Pen t&&on

Waahln,ton 26, D.C.
Attn:
Ac/AS-4, DRE-ay
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UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFDm

D. COMPONENT
(a)

CO.'I'IlAC'I'oa
Co ... olld.t.4-Vult•• Alrer.ft
Corpo ..... tlo ..
8&.. 01.,0, C&11for .. l&
Att .. :
IIII'. C. J. Br.lt .. l .... r

CONTRACTORS (Cont'd)

GUID .. ICE •

COITROL

'l'IUI81111'1''I'ID VU
Bur.&u of ... rona.tle.
R.pr.... 'st,& t.1".,
Co... 0114&t.4-Vu1t.•• "lrer&ft Corp.
8&n 01.,0, C&llfornla

IIU .. Ea

......

Cor•• ll U.. I •• ralt,
Itb&ea, .... lork
Att.: IIII'. Wlll1&. C• • a11ar4, Jr.

."

Dlr.otor, U,8. R&", Bl.etr.Dle.
1.&1101'& tor,.,
8&.. Dl.,o, C&llfornl"

..

U"

Bl.ctro-lII.eb&nle .. 1 ••••• reb
.14,. Pl.1d, Co..... otleut
At.t... : IIII'. Cb .. r1 •• B. Alk.n
p&r .... ortb 'I'.1 ... 1.10n &.. 4 a.410 Co.
port W&, ... , 1.41&D&
Attnl .... J. D. 8e" ... t.

cO •• UU'l'
AGERCI

DCO, App11.4 Pb,.le. 1.&1I0r .. t.or,
Joh ... 1I0pkl ... Unl ... r.lt1
8811 G.orcla A... au.,
811 ... 1' 8prln" 111&'1',1 ... 4

BVOIID

r.d.r&l 'I'.l.phon ..... 4 •• dl0 Co .. p.
aoo lilt.. P1.&.&at A..... .
••• &rk . . . . . . Jer •• ,.
At.tal IIII'. E • • • • • n4.11

UP

G&1 .. 1. 1II...ut&eturln, corp.
.MI A",•• U B1 .. 4.
Cble.,o I, 1111nol.
Attn: IIII'. G ••• lII.eDoo.14

.. .. F

G. III. Gl .... 1 .. 1 .. nd Co •• lae.
188 ••• t Co10r&do 8t.
P •• &4 ... &,. C&llfornl&

IIDr •• u ot ..... on&utle. a.p.
P......... , C&llfo .... l&

.. AP

G11fllh.. Corp.
1818.1.4. V... le. Bl.4.
Lo. A.... 1 •• 8, c.. llfornl&
Att.n: IIII'. G. 8. 11111 ••
8111,.'1' EnCln •• rlnc Co.
.... lort, ••• lork
.. t.t.1I1
11'1'. Curtl&. 8111, ...
,.& .. fot.t E.,ln .... l .. , Co.
.... lo .. k, .... Tork
Attn:
111'1' . . . . . . . . lehe1

BUAKa

11 80uth a.,aon4 8t.

l .. ap.ctor of ,& .. al lII&t.rl .. 1

Bv .. n

80· Churcb St. .... t.

, •• Tork "

,e.

To .. t

Inapeetor of .a .. al lIIat.rl.1

BV .. ZR

80 Cbureh 8tr •• t

.... lo .. k 1, ••• Tork

Le.r Ineorpor&t.4
110 lon& ..... n . . . . . . . .
G.... nd .&pI4. _, 1II1ehl,.n
.. t.t. .. :
11'1' • • • 11. lIoek

U,F

lII&nut&ot.r .... lI&ehlne • Tool Co.
lao ••• blI1Cton 8tr •• t.

.... F

lit. Vernon, 1I."f •
11'1'. L. ' ....... t.h lII a ,.r,

.. tt .. 1

Coaptl'011er
IIlan.apoll.-Ron., •• 11 IIfC_ Co.
1183 Fourt.h ..... n ...
1II1nn.apo11. 8, IIlnn.aota
.. t.tn, 11'1' ••• J. lIIeGo14"lck,
Vlc.-Pr •• 14 ... t.

AU'

Ohio 8t.&t. Unl •• r.lt,

AAF

a ••• aroh Foundation

Col ... I>u., Oilio
.. tt.. :
III'. Tho••• E. D•• l.,
8t..tt .... I.t ... t
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UNCLASSIFIED

",

D. COMPONENT
(2)

CONTRACTORS (Cont'd)

GUIDAIICE •

CONTROL
COGlIUUT
AGENCY

TRANSMITTED VIA

COli TRACTOR
RaIle" Ra ,.aan4 " B ro.n
P.O. Box 3.2
at .. te Collele, Penna,.lvanla
Attn:
D', B. C. B.. ,.mond, p,e ••

AAP'

Offloe of Chief 811n .. l Orflce,
Enllnee,lnl " Technlc .. l 8e.yle.a,
Enlln •• ,lnl Dl'lalon
PaD talon
Wa.hlnlton 28, D.C.

OBD DEPT

UP'

R.&'1tron. Inc.
a08 E. W".hlnlton Avenue

Jack.on, Mlehllan
Attn: M', John 1\. O.lze"

Ylc.~Prea.

AAP'

L. N. BehY.ln Enlln.erlnl Co.
8730 Wa.hlnlton Bl.d.
Lo. Anl.l •• 10, C.. 11rornla
Attn:
L.N. Beh •• ln, oeD.,al Partner

IIAVY

aanlor lIa ... 1 Llaleon office,
U.8. lIa ... 1 Electronic Llal.on office
811nal Corp., Enllneerlnl Laborator),
rort Mon.outh, N•• Jer •• ,.
8.ryo Corporatl~n or A•• ,lca
BuntlnCton, L.I.,
York

"w.

In.pector of Rayal MaterS .. l
90 Church 8 t, •• t
H•• lork 7, " •• lork

Bur.au

aq .... r. D Co.
Koll •• an Inatru •• nt D1.1.10n
EI.hur .. t, Ne. York
Attn:
Mr. V. E. C.. rbon .. , ..

or

A.~on&ut1C.

Rep·

AAP'

Develop.ent Contract Officer
M•••• chu.stt. In.tltut" or TecllnolOIY
C.mbrSdl& 38, M..... chu •• tta

".1.

BIJORD

AAr

8u . . . ra Cyroscop. Co.
1100 Colorado Avenu.
8ant .. Nonlea, Calltornla
Attn:
Mr. To. Su••• ra J Jr.
8),}Yanla Eleetrle Products Ine.
Flu.hlnc, Lonl 'sl .. nd,
Attn,
Dr. aob"rt Bowl ..

BIJAER

80 Churcll Str •• t
N~. York 7, lie. Yo,k

8troaberl-c .. rlaon Coapan,.
aoebe.ter, Me. York
Attn:
M', L.~ 8p.neer, Vle.-Pr •••
8ub.arlne 811na1 Coapany
So.ton, Ma •• &ebuaetta
Attn:
Mr. Edl .. r lorton

IIUAER

Insp&ctor or M•• al Materl.1

SUOI\D

90 Cburch S tre. t

II •• lork I. "e. York
AAr

Uni.er.lt)' of Ililnols
Urb .. na, Illinol.
Attn:
Mr. H. E. Cunnlnlllla .. , See.
Unl •• r.lt,. or Penn.,.}v"nla
Moore 8chool ot El.ctrleal Enlr.
Phlladelpbi", pa.

Co ••andlnl Offlc.r
lIaval Alrcr.ft Modification Unit
Jobnevillet

pa.

AAP'

Unl.eralty of Pltt.bu r lll
Pltt.bnrlll, P.nnaylv .. nla
Attn:
M" E. I.. Holbrook, Dean
Unlv.ralty of Yl'llni"
Ph,.alca Depart •• nt
Charlotte.vllle, Vlr&lnla
Attn:

BUAI;a

Dev.lop.ent contr .. ct Orrlcpr
Unlver.lty or V1r llnl.
Charlotte.vlll-, Vl r l1n1 a

IIUOIlD

Dr. J* W. B ••••
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UNCLASSIFIED

IlNCLASSIFIED
D. COMPONENT
ca)

CONTRACTORS (Cont'd)

GUIDANCE • CONTaOL
TRAIISW ITT!:D ., U

W•• lola.\oa Onlv.r.l\7

COGIIZAII'I'
.I.GIUC1'
AAP

a •••• rob PODad.lloa
11~a Por.7llo0 11vd.,
Cl.7\on B, Wl •• o.rl
.I. \'al Dr. a. G. Ip.no.r

W•• \lacboD •• Bl.olrl. Corp.
8prla.rl.1d, W•••• ob••• tt •
.I.tlal J.B.I. 1.1'•• .,lc.-Pr •••
(D.7lon ortloo)
Dlroolor ot 8p.cl.1l7
Pr04Dct. Dov.lop•• al
Wblpp.n7 a.dl0 Labop.tor7
Wblpp.a7. II.J •
.I.ttal WI' ••• 1. Coot

01lD DBP!

Zonltb a.dl0 Corpor.llOft
Cbl0.80, 1111aol •
.I.llal BuCIl aob.rl.oa,
B.aoutlv • .,lo.-Pr •••

AAP

ca}
.I.aroJ.t Baclao.rla. Corp.
.I. •••• , C.lltornl.
AltaI B.". M.ndl

paOPIILlION

Buro.u ot AorOa •• llo. a.p •
1D 80utll a.7aODd Str.at
P••• d ••• , Calltornla

.... 0... a•••• rob ...... a4. tl on
'I'.ohalo.1 C.nl... .
Chl0.Co la, Ill1aol •
.I.tlal .... W••• C.al.r

OU DBPT

'rtbur D. Llll10. Ine.
~O ••• 0 .. 1.1 Drlv.,
C••brldc., w••••
• \tnl WI'. B.l,. Bol.l

OU DDT

.1..1... •

I.lt.ll. W•• orl.ll•• t.I\u'.
808 BlnC Av.a.e
C.l ••b.. 1. Ohio
'ltal Dr. a. D. Tbo •••
•• adl • .I.vl.tlon Corp.
paeltle Dlvl.lon, 8PD W•• t
N. 10117.0.4, C.llf.

aO.BIl

Dev.lop. . . t Cont. .. acl Ottlca ..
B.ndlx .vl.'lon Corp.
11800 8her•• n Wa7
II. Bol17.004, C.llf.

IIIORD

....1. ..

•• adl. pr04ue'. Dlvlalon
•• adl • • vl.tlon Corpo•• t.l0.
401 ••• dls D.. lve
80ut.h a.nd ao, In4lan •
... t.lnl Mr ........ t C. Woat

auou

Co••• ndJnc Ge •• ral
...... 7 ... 1 .... ore ••

Pent •• o.
W•• hlnct.o. aa, D.C •
... t.tnl ... C/•• -4 DRE-aB
C•••••• lnC •• nep.l
All' Mat.plol Co. . .nd
W.. 1Cbt .. I.ld D.7tO•• Ohio
.I.t.ln: TS£Pp-4a(a) TSEPP-4A(I}
'I'8£Pp-a"'(1} TIEPP-DC(l)
T80RE-(I}
01U)

Co... adla& orrlaer
Plo.'lan7 ", .. aoaal
Dov.r •••• Jo ... e7
... ,t..1 'I'eolo.loal Dlvl.lon
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UNCLASSIFIED

DUT

"

UlVCLAsSIFIEIJ
D. COMPONENT
(3)

CORTRACTOR

CONTRACTORS (Cont'd)
PI\OP13L81011

TRAIISIIITTED V 14

OIlD DKPT

Co ••andlnl Orrleor
Watertown Ar.enal
Watortown T2, Maeeaebueotte.
Attnl
1.4borator,..
Contlnontal Aviation an4 Bnlr. Corp.
DetrOit, .lchl,an

COGIIIUIIT
AGKIICY

Bureau ot Aeronautlce Rap.
11111 Franch Roa4
Detroit &, IIlcbl,an

BDAKR "
AAF
AAF

Curtlea-Wrllht Corporation
Propeller Dlvlelon
Cald •• ll, .e • • eree,.
At tnl
IIr. C. W. ChUla on
Esperl.ent, Incorporat.d
Rl0b.ond, Vlrllnla
Attnl
Dr ••• W. lIullon, II

De.olop.ont Contraot Orticer
P.O. Bo" 1-T
Rlcbnon4 2, Vlrllnla

BUOIID

Falrehl14 Alrplano " Bnllne Co.
Ran,or Alrerart Enllnoa Diy.
Far.ln,dale, 1-1., 110. york

Bur.au of •• ~on.utle. Rep.
Bethpalo, 1..1., II.Y.

BUAKIl

Oonoral lIotora Corporation
Alll.on Dlyl.lon
In41anapolla, Indlene
Attnl
Mr. Rone14 8aaon

Bureau or Aaronautlca Rep.
Oonerel .otore corporation
Al1100n D1Ylelon
Indlanapolle, Indiana

B13AKIl

G. M. Giannini 6 Co.,
colorado 8t.
Peeadena, Callrornla

a8e W.

AAF

Iftc.

a.rculo. pow4er Co.
Port B.. on, II.Y.

In.p.ctor or lIayal .at.rlal
eQ Cburch Stre.t
No. tork T, No. York

Beou

.arquardt Alrerart Co.pan,.
Venleo, Callrornla
Attn'
Dr. R. E • •arquardt

Bureau ot 4eronautlca •• p.
1& South Ra,..ond Street
Pa.adena, Callrornla

AAF
BUAII:R
U.F

.onaaoo .anuract_rlnl Co.
813& E. San Fornando Blv4.
Murbank, Callrornla
Attn:
Bobert B. Miller
••• c. Vic.-P .....
.... tork Unl.oralt7
Appl10d .atho.atloo Contar
" •• York, 110. York
Attnl
Dr. Richard Courant

Inopector ot laval Waterlal

BDAER

90 Church Str.ot

110. York 7, 110. tork
GRD DEPT

Qrtice or Chlor or Grdnance
Grdnanco ao.oarch " D•• olop.ont D1V.
Roc
t Branch
Pentalon,
Waahlnlton 2&, D.C.

"0

lnopector

or

lIaval lIIato.,al

Pol,.tochnlc In.tltut. ot Brook17"
Brookl7ft, lie. tor"
Attnl
IIIr. a.p. Barrlnlton

Ne. York 7, Me. York

purdue Unlve •• lt7
1.4t&,.etto, tnd,a"a
Attn:
IIIr. G. S. lIelkel

In'peetor at lIaval Katorlal
161 W. Jackoon Blvd.
Chlca,o 4, Iliinolo

R•• ctlon Motora, Inc.

Bur.au ot Aeronautic.
aeoldent Repr •• entati ve
a •• etlon Motor., Inc.
lIaval A••unitlon Depot
Lake nen.ark, Dover, N.J.

LAke nen_ark

Dover, Me. Jer •• 1

BUAER

013 Church Stroet

BUAER
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UNCLASsIFIED
D. COMPONENT
(3)

COIf'fRAC'fOR

CONTRACTORS (Cont'd)
PIlOPULS lOll

'fIlAIISIII'f'fED 'fI.l

COOll IZAIIT
.lSBIIC!

Ro ••• ola.r Pol,t.eh.la Ia.tltvte
'1"0" .... York
Attal
Iaatrueto .. ot .a.al Sol.ace

BUORD

Sola .. Al .. e ..att Co.pa.,
Saa Dl.,o la, Callto ... l0
Attal
Dr. II.A. IIl1ll0 •• oa

ORD DEPT

atoDdo .. d 011 Co.po.,
Bo.o Laboroto .. l ••
Ell.obeth, ••• Jor.o,

Do •• lop •• at Coatroct Ottlco"
8toa40 .. 4 011 Co.poa,
Ea.o Laborotorl •• , Bos a4a
Ell.ob.th, 110 .. Jor.o,

BUORD

Unl.orolt, ot Vlr,lala
Ph,olc. Doport.oDt
Ch ... lotte •• lllo, Vlr,lala
AttD:
Dr. J. II. B••••

De •• lop.eat Coatroct Ottloer
Unlvorolt, ot 'fl r ,lal.
Cho .. lotto.vll1., Vlr,lnl.

BUORD

Ualv.... 1t' ot IIl.ooaoln
.adloon, IIlocoa.1a
At'al
Dr. J.O. Bl ... cbtoldor

l •• poctor or lI.val
.a 'orlal,
141 II. Jack.on Bl.4.
Ch1caco., Il11aol.

BUORD

1I•• tla,ho••• Bloctrlc Co.
£oolactoD, P.a •• ,l.oal.

Buro.u or .loroa.utlc.
llo.140Dt Ropro.oatotl.o
lIo.tlachov.o Bloctrlc Cor,.
I •• lacton, Poaa.,l ••• l .

BUABR

1I .. 1Cht Aoroa.utlc.l Cor,.

Bur.au or Aeron8u'tea aep.
IIrl,bt AeronO.tlcol Co ..p.
lIoodrldco, II •• J.r •• ,

BV.lKIl

8up.rvl.or or ahlpbulld!a,. U811
Qulaor, •••••

BUABIl

lIoodr14,o, II •• Jor.o,
.oth1.h •• St•• l Corp.
Shlpbul141a, D1vl.loD
QUlDe, el, •••••
Attn:
Ill". B. ros
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UNCLASSIFIED

